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Weathei forecast
Tonight and Saturday
fair and somewhat
warmer.
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is a golden opportunity for a
road drag.

1913.

CITY EZMTION

JONES

TOASTED

The ninth
convention of the Associated Ad
vertising jmhs nt America finished
its business today and adjourned to
meet at Toronto next year. William
Woodhead of San Francisco was elected president; Walter B. Cherry of
Syracuse, N. Y.. vice president; H.
S. Florea of Indianapolis, secretary,
;
and S. T. D.Lainuatte
ASSISTANT
of Pes Moines, Iowa, treasurer.
13.-
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY,

appointments to compel thern to vote
for legislation they don't desire?"
"I make no charge,"
The areat Amerincan beet sugar
interests and their efforts to retain
a protective duty on sugar were
again under scrutiny when the senate
lobby investigating committee today
resumed hearings. ;
The extent to which public documents had been circulated in behalf
of the campaign to retain the sugar
protective tariff again occupied much
of the attention of the committee,

1

FELLOW

CITIZENS

business associate of Mr. Jones, spoke
on the subject "A Friend." Mr. Ro
gers said that judging from the many
expressions of satisfaction and pleas
ure given by Las Vegas people when
the news of Mr. 'Jones' appointment
reached here, and judging from the
functions that had been given in his
honor by the people- of the cityand

oisceiiiiiTi
IN THE TARIFF

BILL

their personal congratulations and
well wishes showered ' upon the new
SO TESTIFY
OFFICIALS
SO INTISENATOR
GALLINGER
BEFORE
SECRETARY OF THE first assistant secretary of the Inte- SENATOR
NEWLiNDS
TELLS
SENATE INVESTIGATING COMMATES WHEN EXAMINED BY
INTERIOR GUEST OF HONOR
rior, , any person in the room could
DEMOCRATIC COLLEAGUES
McKINLEY RELICS SOLD
LOBBY COMMITTEE.
MITTEE TODAY
well respond to the toast, assigned to
AT BIG FUNCTION
OF INCONSISTENCIES.
San Francisco, June 13. A number
him. Mr. Rogers said, however, that
repudiates' 'confession
of articles once owned
by former
he wished to speak' upon a more inHarrisonville, Mo., June 13. Mrs. DISTRICT ATTORNEY SPEAKS President William
HIS INFLUENCE
UNDUE
IS
are , to 0000
FEELING
PREVAILS timate phase of the subject of friend-- . FEOTECTION
McKinley
ON
ATLANTIC
Ida May Kellar,' who yesterday conbe sold at auction here next week.
ship, from the viewpoint of one who
fessed in the presence of the sheriff,
are part, of a collection of the
had been closely associated with Mr.
REDECLARES
UTTERANCES
A They
WERE
county prosecutor and coroner that DECLARES SOLDIERS
EASTERN
STATES ENJOY HIGH
late George E. Morse, who was hus- PARTISANSHIP IS LAID ASIDE IN j Jones." Mr. Rogers spoke1
GARDING WAGES ARE TO CREfeelingly of
she killed he husband, Arthur Kellar
NECESSITY IN WEST VIRGINIA
RATES
band of Ida McKinley, known before CELEBRATING ADVANCEMENT
WHILE WEST IS
the assistance given him, as a strugold daughter, Marga
and her
ATE PUBLIC SENTIMENT.
MOUNTAINS
her death as "the president's favorite
OF A LAS VEGAN
GIVEN
FREE TRADE,
;
gling young lawyer, by Mr. Jones, and
ret, Tuesday1 with an axe, today call
niece." Badges, photographs, clip;
of
associations.
f
later
their
ed Sheriff Jim Prater.- to her apartpings and books are included in the
"In the Government Service" was
HOLDING UP APPOINTMENTS ments in the county jail, and repu IMPARTIALITY
IMPOSSIBLE
WILL WORK FOR THE WEST
sale list. the subject assigned to F, O. Blood. WANTS GRADUAL RECUCTIOM
diated the confession, saying that the
Mr. Blood declared that President
THE SOLON SUGGESTS A CLUB IS Kansas City .detective who investigat- TRIALS IN THE COURTS WOULD WILSON MAKES APPOINTMENTS.
MEMBER
CABINET
DECLARES Wilson in the appointment of Mr. SUGAR, WOOL AND CITRUS FRUIT
ed the murder "scared it out of her."
BEING USED TO GAIN
NOT HAVE RESULTED IN GENWashington, June ,13. President
Jones to a position ln the interior deHE ASSERTS, SHOULD BE
TIME HAS COME FOR INCREAS
On the written confession signed
Wilson today made the following
NEEDED VOTES.
partment, had done New Mexico a
UINE
JUSTICE
orCUT DOWN.
DEVELOPMENT
by Mrs. Kellar, the coroner's jury
ED
nominations:
greater favor than any other conferred
dered that the woman be held for
to Cuba, William E. GonMinister
upon this state since it was admitted
Washington, June 13. President the murders.
Charleston, W. Va., June 13. That zales of South Carolina; minister to
13. Senator
June
No republicans, no democrats, but to the Union.
Washington,
He 'said.' Mr. Jones is
Wilson's name, in connection with
Mrs.
to
Sheriff Prater,
According
the rules of war were necessary to Nicaragua, Benjamin L. Jefferson of ust "home folks" were
Newlands
told
his
coldemocratic
at
the
present
'White House influence'' for the tar Kellar was in violent mood when he
possessed of the broad western spirdisgovern the
leagues today that the tariff biH
Colorado; minister to Costa Rica, banquet given last night at the Cas- it, believes in the
iff hill, was brought before the sen- entered her apartment today.
square deal, and
trict of West Virginia, was the convic- Edward J. Hale of North Carolina; taneda hotel in honor of A. A. Jones
ate lobby investigating committee
will give every consideration and as might go down fh history as main
"I know who the murderer is, and tion stated to the senate coal strike assistant treasurer
of the United of this city,
recently appointed by sistance to every person who calls taining the Atlantic coast and middle
again today by senator Gallinger, he will suffer for it," said she, seizing
committee
D.
here
western states on a protective basis,
States
at
St.
Willard
CongressLouis,
by
today
President Wilson to the position of upon him in an official( capacity.
who declared the
presi .tent had the, sheriff by the coat. She then man S. B.
i
while drifting the southwest and the
Avis, who was prosecuting
come "perilously near lobbying"
first assistant secretary of the inte
in named a section laborer employed on
George II. Kinkel spoke on the sub
to a free trade basis. He pointattorney of Kanawaha county 'when
some of the things he had done in
rior.
It was a big 'turning out of ject "The Community Honored." Mr. west
the railroad here as the man.
ed to the action of the senate finance
the
strike
began.
men
connection with the tariff bill. Mr.
to pay a tribute to Kinkel said that many people express
Las Vegas
committee in placing farm products,
"Feeling ran so high in this con NO DAMAGE DONE
one of their number who had attain the opinion that a small
Gallinger did not make a direct
TOURNAMENT
TO POSTPONE
community such as wheat, oats, barley, hay, butI
said
he
believed
"that
it
troversy,'
ed unto well merited honor and make offers little opportunity for advancecharge that the president had "lobLondon, June 13. The meeting of impossible to secure a fair and im
ter and eggs on the free list, leaving,
bied" for the tariff bill, but the inhim feel that the entire community ment.
He declared that Mr. Jones as he
teams
Canadian
and
the South African
said, citrus fruits and the fruit
for
trial
anybody.'?
partial
timations in his testimony were
gave the He to such statements, havWHEN DAM BREAKS rejoiced in his advancement.
in the preliminary round of the conproducts of California as almost the
Former Governor Glasscock waited
taken by democratic senators to be
which is to decide which counJudge David J. Leahy, who presid ing been a citizen of Las Vegas, a only far western products retained'
so broad that they subjected him to test,
throughout the morning session but
as toastmaster, expressed the feel- small city, for over a quarter of a on the dutiable list
Britain
ed
for
to
Great
is
challenge
was not called. The entire time was
a long
on the sub- try
of all present when he declared icentury, but
finding opportunities
of the Dwlght Davis in
ing
At the same time, he added, nearthe
CAMFIELD
STRUCTURE
possession
SUFFERS;
taken up with the testimony of Avis
ject of White House Influence.
it was an occasion for laying aside here for advancement to such a point ly 4,000 articles competitive with the
will
tennis
ternational
70
OF
probably
trophy,
LOSS
FEET
OF
EARTH;
ttie
Senator Gallinger's statement came
and
present prosecutor, T. C.
politics and giving honor to whom that his services were desired by the products of eastern factories were
WHOLE LENGTH 1,500
as a profound sensation. He was be postponed until Thursday, June 19, Townsend, who upheld the state offi
honor
Africans
is due. He said Las Vegas president of the United States. Mr. put on, the dutiable list. The senaSouth
to
the
in
order
give
about to 'leave the stand when Sencials in proclaiming martial law.
could
congratulate President Wilson Kinkel predicted for Mr. Jones a suc tor insisted he was for democratic
more time to practice.
The Camfield dam, in which a leak
ator Reed asked a final question.
Because this line of testimony was
on
selection of Mr. Jones for a cessful official life ln Washington and harmony, and explained that his
the
"When a man says that he would
desired to be heard by the entire appeared yesterday, finally gave away cabinet
and Las Vegaa could declared the community of Las Vegas "warmth of expression" in a recent
position
to
of
the
immense
the
some
one
as
body
as
Haman'
pressure
'hang
high
committee, it was unable to carry out
AS
not
DIE
feel
that
only this city but all will be glad to welcome him home speech had not been directed at the
if that person did not do certain SIX PEOPLE
its program of dividing the imTtti-- y of water in the reservoir last night
upon the completion of his work at administration, but was prompted by
Mexico
a friend in high
had
Xw
Th
final
.1,0
at . about.
.
liVclock
things,", said Senator Gallinger, "and
among the individual members of the
tha unjustifiable statements of Senas" Wr.'Jdnes ris the national capital.
te
long
one
'in
,'"'."
weak
that an industry which proposed reoccurred
the
break
place
RESULT UF A WRECK committee during the morning ses
!E. .V. Long, who was called ator James of Kentucky on the sugar
.Tudge
t
in
,
Washington.
in the structure, tearing a hole about
duction of wages and did sowould
:
sion.
Mr. Jones was toasted and praised upon to respond to the toast "New tariff.
TO feet wide.
The rest of the dam
be investigated, I think that is about
'
As
to
and
wool
citrus,
Mexico
sugar,
Interior
and
the
who
Las
Department,"
spoke
V
Vegans,
by prominent
the worst kind of influence I can FIRST AND SECOND SECTIONS OF
held like an iron wall.
he contended for a gradual
ROGUES MUST SUFFER
fruits,
Mr.
declared
be
will
able
Jones
of
life
that
various
him
in
the
of
phases
This morning the dam site was dry.
imagine."
NEW HAVEN TRAIN COLLIDE
reduction of the tariff and urged
San Francisco, June 13. Efforts to
"What do you think of a public ofThe break was unexpected in a cer- in which he has been prominent dur- to do a greatj deal of good for New
NEAR STAMFORD
of a special commis-soi- n
In
San
the
scandal
Mexico
police
compromise
and
that
here.
residence
andthe
his
southwest,
Nearly
long
ficial that gets up a scare about an
tain degree as it was thought yester- ing
'
of the secretaries of
of
an
consisting
Francisco
by
exchange
light
insidious lobby?" asked Senator Nelevery speaker expressed the hope his services will be of value to the
Stamford, Conn., June 13. One ad sentences for pleas of .guilty fell to day evening that the water would
and
interior
war,
agriculture to make
entire
'
country.that Mr. Jones, after having complet
son,
ditional death was added to the list the ground today. Frank Esola, al- drain from the dam through the spillan
Immediate
,on the subject
study
Dr. J. M. Cunningham responded
ed his work in Washington, would re"That he intends to influence pubto
of those who were victims in the col- - ready convicted of sharing "rofits with way and the small break that, occurthe
and
senatp.
report
to the toast "The Development of the
lic opinion and the opinion of pubred yesterday afternoon, The small turn to Las Vegas again to take up
lision of the first and second sections hmeo men wMe he
fln
Southwest." He said the time has
lic men," returned Senator Gallinhere.
abode
his
well
until
last
held
evening
break
of the Springfield express here late rf
aw wm be 8etenced tomorrow
when a secretary of the inte
.
subger.
passed
the
O. A. Larrazolo spoke upon
JAPAN IS OPTIMISTIC
when it began to increase in size. The
the total six. Ore-- ,
under
"Would you regard it as a species yesterday, making
fte Qther
could travel through New Mexico
rior
polcemen
Mr.
Brother."
Professional
"Our
1
how- ject
the
June 13. Count Gombei
near
man
Tokio,
top,
first"
break
employ-a
being
newspaper
Hume,
gory
lndictmentBome
in a Pullman car and think he knew
for con3plracy
of lobby?"
all
at
an
'
a
speaker
the premier, addressing
structure
eloquent
Larrazolo,
not
assist
the
did
this
died
by
"From my own inability to define ed by the New York World,
tome for larceny, and some for both ever,
more eloquent in all about the state. Dr. Cunningham gathering of journalists on foreign powaxed
It
times,
seven
the
of
and
pascondition
pressure
The
heavy
relieving
the term to- my own satisfaction, per- morning.
will plead not guilty and stand
said he was sure Mr. Jones possesses
was this that caused the crevasse to speaking of Mr. Jones as a lawyer.
litics, said today that he deeply , rewho are at the Stamford hos-and the expericence, due
the
haps I would not like to say, it was sengers
ability
found
who
the
He
that
said
attorney
All
of
..
gretted that the controversy over the
grow.
pital was good this morning.
a species of lobby influence."
nQ time.jSaid Di8trict Attorney
' Little damage resulted from
"
himself opposed by Mr. Jones in a to his long life in the west, to do the California alien land ownership legisthe
recover.
will
them
"It was an intimation that men are
Fickert today, "has this office been
work for which ho is called in the
lation was still unsettled. He added
break and up to this afternoon no word legal combat always discovered that
All the wreckage was removed dur- afraid to use their own judgment
to
Tlle
romitie.
best possible manner.
in
a
ability
he
had
giant
against
to
that
gone
effect
that with due regard' to the imporinto
the
received
been
.
The
the; cases in hand will now be
hfd
inquiry
lest the people suspect them of lob- ing the night.
The concluding speech of the even-iii.
,
, ,
pressed
and knowledge of the law and a gentance of maintaining peace and friendon
Pecos
the
the
of
arroyo
people
aiiy
BUfl
IrVjllI
.Dv.
j
bying?" persisted Senator Nelson.
was made by
of, honor.
deJ IU pi
Mr.
Larrazolo
tleman
always.
A
small
suffered.
below
here had
or
ship between the United States and
"It so impressed me," replied Sendence presented will be
followed
fall Mr. Jones spoke most feelingly, and
that
the
scribed
responsibilities
the government was taking apto
a
time
short
in
for
the
Commission
rise
Japan,
arroyo
Interstate
Investigate wherever it
ator Gallinger.
the close of his address he
may lead."
was the only sign that the dam had uopn the consciences of members of toward
steps, and, knowing the
propriate
"You think then, that members of
Washington, June 13. Thorough inbecame so overcome with emotion
that
declared
and
the
lea;al
sense
of justice of the American
profession,
earth
of
train
amount
New
The
'of
the
Haven;
high
given away.
congress can be intimidated," asked vestigation
that he took his seat abruptly; For
TARIFF NEARLY READY
looked confidently for ar
it
from the structure amounted Mr. Jones had always discharged
nation,!
washed
Chairman Overman.
wreck near Stamford, Conn., will bet
a full minute nobody moved and the
13. With ma- amicable settlement.
to about. 70 feet and comprised the those responsibilities in a most honcommerce! Washington, June
"I have no disposition to criticse made by the interstate
of the senate finance
members
jority
orable
way.
This
dam.
for
of
commission.''
for
the
; He also announced that the governofficials
itj
weakest
Plans
beginning
part
cheap partisan
public
committee continuing to approve re- (Continued on Page Four)
ment was introducing administrative
"I were started today.
"Our Fellow Citizen" was the submeans that the break can easily be
purposes," returned jGallinger.
ductions in the tariff 'rates of the
reforms which would effect, an econstill am forced to the belief that t.ie
and will cause practically no ject of the toast given by. William .1.
Underwood bill and transfers of ar-- j repaired
Jones
Mr.
has
Lucas
Mr.
the
said
influence used in behalf of free sugar
Lucas.
to
omy of $35,000,000.
for
settlement
the
tides to the free list, the measure impediment
By
or free wool or free anything else,
keenest sense of
ELKEY Til BE TRUil
the
which
Camfield
site
the
with
displayed
company,
always
is rapidly being whipped into shape
is as objectionable as anything else."
duty as a citizen, showing a willing"ie Beual:or'al democratic caucus. is now under negotiation.
BILL'S BIRTHDAY PARTY
1
lftifor
to
C
tne
nW
draw
Senator Reed tried,
COASTWISE VESSELS
ness to participate in every movelast
who
spent
Engineer Narramore,
111
llhlF
I'l
Majority members of the finance
June i3. The festivities ia
Berlin,
comline between the president acung in
the
UrtLU.illl
Jcommittee expC(,t t0 have tne tariff night at the dam, witnessed the widen ment for the betterment of
connection
with the completion next
acbehalf of the people who elected him
ing of the breach and the breaking munity. Mr. Lucas described the
bill ready for the caucus by the
the twenty-fiftyear of
INVESTIGATING
HOUSE
TRUST
.of
Sunday
and private interests conducting a
Mc-- i
away of a large portion of the dam. tivities of Mr. Jones in working for
,, of next week.
WHO KILLED LUTHER
thin
William
of
COMMITTEE
ON
opened
convention for selfish ends.
REPORTS
reign
Emperor
Las'
Ve
of
He said he was impressed with the the commercial interests
CARTY IN PRIZE FIGHT MUST
afternoon with a review cf the Impe"I am an old fashioned person,"
SHIPPING CONDITIONS
first
the
arth
declared
the
and
the
construction
of
gas,
solidity
.
ANSWER TO THE LAW
LOCUSTS IN NEBRASKA
rial Automobile club, tlio M'lHUtry
replied Senator Gallinger. - "I still
having been put in by hydraulic president of the Commercial club, as"
j
Lincoln
June
Neb.,
believe in
three
the
13. Chairman Volunteer Automobile corps and ethJune
founWashington,
the
in
water
laying
sisting materially
Calgary,." Alta., June 1,3. The trial iocusta which made their appearance pressure. The dam resisted, the
on the;
branches of the government , and it
aa effectively as . stonework could dation for the successful organiza- Alexander, of the house ship trust er automobile organizations
of
on
the
Arthur
charge
of
enPelkey
state'
the
the
of
in
southern
executive
sub- -'
portion
western
in
the
grieves me to see thft
Chaussee"
:
"Army
pubcommittee,
making
Investigating
in connection with the:earjy ln tae week, are moving north-deat- have done. The dam Is about 1,500 tion that now exists.:
manslaughter
others
on.
the
the
p
powers
croaching
lic the first three volumes of the com- urbs of Berlin.
so that portion ' deHarry W.- Kelly spoke on the subof Luther McCarty during their WBrd and have get,ied in Johnson feet in length,
and attempting to influence legislaOn Sunday, the real silver Jubilue
mittee's proceedings today, declared
Mr.
Associate."
Business
to
water
"Our
amounts
tha
only
ject
'
tion.
fight here on May 24, was set today jcounty in arge swarms. They have stroyed by
evidence
very few celebrations
contained
that
anniversary,
compe
but
witty they
Kelly's remarks were brief
"The sugar men were represent- to begin Thursday, June 19, before collected in large number in the. or- - a small percentage of the total.
as it marks the date of
will
occur,
betwalen
had
tition
lines
Mr.
that
cjoastwise
He
said
to
the
and
point.
ed," said Senator Reed. "Don't you Chief Justice, Harvey, of the supreme; charflB and young .trees. No damage!
Jones is a man who always does what practically been eliminated and that the death of the emperor's frt'rv",
think the president had a right to court. Tommy Burns, who promoted has been reported as yet, but the in- III.
he says he will do, never failing to all established lines from American Frederick
use his influence?"
the fight, will not be tried before fall j sects keep up an incessant noise.
in
were
ports
"agreements."
IN
said
that
TODAY
CONGRESS
Mr;
a
Kelly
promise.
"The president has a right to make
keep
James Short, the crown prose
"In the domestic trade," said MrPresident Wilson showed good busihis statements in messages to
cu tor,, appeared before the supreme
FRANK MASON RESIGNS.
A NEGRO IS LYNCHED
"
between
Alexander,
"agreements
J
4
jt
ness sense when hefyjpointed
court today and asked that a special
Okla., June 13.
Washington, June 13. Frank
Anadarko,
steamship lines to regulate competito a cabinet position.
"You don't want to charge that the judge be assigned to preside at
Washington, June 13.- -- Senate;
a young negro wbov i j; :i- Mason, formerly a Cleveland
Simmons,
The toastmaster then' read a tele- tion don't play nearly as prominent ed here Wednesday on tha charge
trial. "A. L. Smith was present newspaper man, In the consular serv- session 2 p. .m
president of the United States has
of
taken
More
and
coercion to bear representing Pelkey
before lobby gram from Governor William C. Mc- a part as in the foreign trade. But assault and murder cf Bliss Su
Burns. By ice since 1880 and consul general at
brought any kind
testimony
committee:
common consent it was agreed that Paris since 1905, has resigned.
upon any member of congress."
Donald, stating that he regretted his numerous methods may be used to Church, 20 miles north of Anadat
investigating
"I would not undertake to do so. Justice Harvey should preside, and
con- Inability to be present at the ban- accomplish tha same
purpose and
committee
Finance
democrats
the
made
Bryan today
afternoon, was lynched ..
1 have no disposition to critisize him
aware
the
is
committee
of at least 30 Tuesday
rehe
the
the
date
sot
as
for
that
19
was
stated
certain
of
sidered
June
quet. The governor
day.
"
unfairly."
trial.
commendations on tariff bill.
congratulated Las Vegas on having which have been, or are being used,
Mr. Gallinger added that lie did
water
to
Burns
between
control
that
a
court
The
competition
Senator Ashurst submitted report produced a citizen for so important
suggested
STEAMER IS WRECKED.
know that many democrats were com- should be tried at the same time
TRAVELERS
ARMSTRONG
Washington, June 13 The steam- on woman's suffrage ; committee,
position as that to which Mr. Jones carriers in the domestic trade."
plaining because more offices were as Pelkey, but both the prosecutor er Yukon, from Seattle to Nome, was
"In the trade with foreign ports,
Richmond, Va., June 13.Gorge B.
passage of Chamberlain had been selected. He declared that
not filled and more nominations not and counsel for Burns said' that they
was today
Armstrong
tilbr recked on Sannak island resolution for Constitutional amend- New Mexico had been greatly honor the committee found at ! ntot 7G
sent to the senate.
Travelers"
were not prepared, . and it was ar- near Unimak Pass, on the night of ment extending suffrage to women.
the
of
ments
retaliate
or
elected
would
understandings
Mr.
president
prove
Jones
that
ed and
"You don't mean to intimate that ranged to postpone the trial until .Iiitip 11.
Thf. reVMiue cutter
traffic and in many instances pool thei Protective Association of America irs
House: Met at noon and adjourn- successful in Ills cabinet position.
the president is holding up certain the Oetoher term of the court.''
'
'
saved all on hoard,
rational convention here.
A. T. Rogers, Jr., for 13 years a business,"
ed fit 12:13 p. m. until noon Tnok&ay
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IS GOING
UP FAST
Ul

STRUCTURE, WHEN COMPLETED, WILL BE 300 FEET
FROM BOTTOM TO TOP.

THE

size; the smallest will be taken to
t
the
plant, the next larger to the crusher at mixing piant,
while the largest, up to four cubic
yards, will be imbedded lu the conE. H. BALDWIN,
crete.
Construction Engineer.
sand-cemen-

PUT AWAY PICKLES
Mathematician Figures Cut the Food
Question
If anyone requires a clear head it
of mathematics.
is a teacher
He
must reason In the abstract as It were,
and full concentration of mind Is necessary If correct results are to be

Elephant Butte, N. M., June 13
Satisfactory progress is being made forthcoming.
An Ohio man writes:
on the excavation. Ail gangs are
"I am a teacher
of mathematics
working three shifts, and a large
area has been carried to bedrock, and for 15 years prior to four years
which is rapidly being prepared to ago, I either took a lunch composed
receive concrete. A few days work of cold sandwiches, .pickles, etc., to
at upstream elope will put that por- school or hurried home and quickly
tion in shape for excavating the cut-of- t ate a hot dinner.
tren jh which will be done by
"The result was that I went to my
channeling machine and light blast- afternoon work feeling hjeavy, dull
ing. On account of bedrock being of brain and generally out of sorts.
much lower than was anticipated at
Finally I learned about Grape-Nut- s
downstream toe, it became necessary food and
began, to use it for my noonto increase the width of cut at that
lunch.
day
point, but this portion of the work Is
"From the first I experienced a
being pushed and will probably not great
change for the better. The
retard the concreting.
heavy,
unpleasant feeling and sour
3
Concreting was commenced June
stomach
caused by the former diet
inwithout
continued
since
has
and
The drowsy languor and
disappeared.
terruption. The volume so far placed
to work soon gave way
disinclination
but
in
very
Is Insignificant
quantity,
to a brightness and vim In my afterImportant structurally, as it is used
to level up the deep holes, and as noon work, a feeling entirely new to
this has to be carefully poured and me.
"My brain responds promptly to the
spaded, in order to fill the interstices of the rock and bond with the requirements put upon It, and what
bed rock, no attempt has been made is of more importance, the results
to hurry it. So far only a small crew have been lasting and more satisfachas been used on the concrete, work- tory, the longer I have used Grape-Nut- s
as a food.
ing only one shift per day, but the
other crews are constantly preparing
"My wife had been suffering from
additional areas on which masonry weak stomach accompanied by sick
can be placed "will be sufficiently headaches nearly all her life. She Is
large to enable a fair day's run to invariably relieved of these when she
be made.
either eaten dry
sticks to Grape-NutThe rock so far uncovered is very or with milk. Her stomach has
satisfactory, presenting an unusuahy gradually grown stronger and her
rough surface which is excellent both headaches
less frequent since she
lor bonding and to prevent sliding. began to eat Grape-Nuts."There's
The lowest elevation "so far reached a Reason." Name given by Postum
it; about 4.130, or 84 feet below the
Read the
Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
lo;t;m of the old river bed. The booklet, "The Road to Wellvllle," in
trench will be
bn'tom of cut-of- f
pkgs.
ar.ort fifteen feet below this, which
Ever read the above letter? A new
will give a maximum height for the
one appears from time to time. They
oonii'leted dam of about 300 feet.
are genuine, true, and full of human
The concrete mixing plant, crushInterest.
were
which
er, elevators and screens,
really used' this week for the first
time as a 'whole, are giving splendid
satisfaction. Gravel Is taken directly
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
from the excavation to the upper
railroad and dumped into the crush
er, through, which it passes, and is
Santa Fe, N. M., June 13. Depart
curried by elevators to the top of
storage bins, passed through a laige ment of Education, Santa Fe, N. M.,
roiary screen which separates the June 10, 1913.
sand from the gravel and broken To county superintendents and instistone. It is expected that some
tute conductors:
eubia yards of gravel and sand
I write to call your attention to the
can thus he used directly rs concrete fact that there Is some uncertainty
aggregate from the excavation with- as to whether or not it will be posout rehandling.
sible for the state to pay the fifteen
Work at the quarry was suspend- dollars to those teachers who attend
ed several weeks ago in order to a four weeks' institute
and have
u Ke as 'targe a force as possible on
taught at least three months during
the excavation, but with labor con- the
year previous to the opening of
ditions easier and concreting started the institute on a third grade certifi
it became necessary to resume work cate. The law providing this compen
at the quarry, which was done early sation was
passed in lOOft to assist
in the week. Practically all the sound
teachers who had very short terms
rock can be used, no matter what of school
and whose means were inad
equate to cover the expenses Involv
ed in 'their institute attendance. In
the meantime a state constitution has
B!s3d Disorders been
adopted which requires that the
common school Income fund (see secKernel!
That Has Shown a Mol tion 4, article 12) which includes the
sources from which the fifteen dollars
Remarkable Purifying
Effect.
compensation has heretofore been
paid shall be distributed among the
school
districts of the state in the
proportion that the number of children of school age in each district
bears to the total number of such
children in the state. It would seem,
therefore, that the' proceeds of leasing any school lands can be used only
1 on Can
At
;et Riil of Blood for the purpose of distributing among
Trouble S. S. S.
the school districts of the state on
Thi word medicine Is one of the a per capita basis, except as the conmost abused in cur
There stitution itself provides that a re
are certain medicinal language.
just
as necessary to health properties
as th food we serve fund may be created to help
eat. Take, for example, the
n
weak districts from the current school
tonic medicine S. S. 8. This
famous blood purifier contains medic- fund, which Includes the income from
inal components just as vital and leasing of common school lands.
essential to healthy blood as the elements of wheat, roast beef, the fats
During the last legislature the
and the sugars that make up our daily question was raised, but no action was
ration.
As a matter of fact, there Is one taken with reference to providing any
Ingredient In S. S. S. which serves the other source from which the fifteen
active, purpose of stimulating1 each
cellular part of the body to the healthy dollar compensations should be paid
ana juaicious selection of Its own On account of the fact that the ques
essential nutriment. That is why it
regenerates the blood supply; why it tion had arisen, I referred the matter
nas sum a tremendous influence in to the attorney general of the state
overcoming: eczema, rash, pimples, and
asking if it were possible to hold that
an sicin alllictlons.
And
in regenerating
the tissues we could continue paying the fifteen
S, s, K.
a rapid and positive anti
dotal w ;. t upon ail those Irritating dollar compensations until such time
.
lnnut'iii .; (hat cause rheumatism, sore as the legislature should take definite
thront, weak eyes, falling- huir, loss of action in
making other provisions on
we,;;.
thin, pale cheeks, and that
weariness of muscle and nerve that is repealing the law of 1309 which al
generally experienced ns spring- fever. , lows the payment of the fifteen dolOft a bottle of S. S. S. at any
and in a few days you will not lars. The attorney general has given
only feel hrleht and energetic, but me an
opinion from which I quote:
you will be the picture of new life.
H. S. S. is
"It was undoubtedly within the
prcp ired only in the labora-ror)- of The Swift Specific Co.. 137
power to use the money deriv
Hw;ft BWif., Atlanta, Oa., who maintain a very efficient Medical Depart-lo.r- t. ed from the management of the comwhere all who have any blood mon schools for such school purposes,
tiiid'.'t-of a stubborn nature may
frvf-ifOP advice and a
special but I cannot avoid the conclusion that
,
f !,:
i!. K. H. is sr.Jd
section 4, article 12. of the coiititu- you call attention, tm
jn to islik-l"

at

uu

well-know-

h-

drus-wfore-

e

-

!-

!rii,-ii'in-

i
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destroyed any such power in the leg- to the attention of all the teachers
islature. That section of the constitu- in your county.
The question may arise as to whe-- j
tion is the one which declares what
Semi-Annu- al
shall constitute the current school ther or not the teachers who attend
fund of the state and among the things the full four weeks' institute and who
which constitute that fund are 'the have complied with all other condirentals of all school lands and other tions may be exempted from the paylands granted to the state the dispo- ment of the institute fee, as the law
sition of which Is not otherwise pro granting the compensation and allow
vided for by the terms of the grant or ing exemption of Institute fees fe still
by the act of congress. It is then in force. I am of the opinion that only
further declared that the current that part of It is repealed which is
school fund, not part but the whole of contrary to the constitutional proviit. shall be distributed among the sion above referred to. Teachers who
school districts of the state in the have complied with the law, therefore,
proportion that the number of chil- in every resict may be excused from
dren of school age in each district paying the institute fee.
We have received to date lists of
bears to the total number of such
'children in the state. This is sub- school directors from only eight counject to but one limitation or reserva- ties and take this opportunity of retion, and that is for the taking from minding you of the necessity of filthe. current school fund of a sufficient ing such lists at the earliest possible
reserve to be distributed among date.
school districts where necessary for
Very truly yours,
'
ONE-HAL- F
ALVAN N. WHITE,
the maintaining of a school for the
State Superintendent of Public
full period of five months in the year.
Instruction.
The legislature clearly took this view
of its powers in the enactment of chap
Help for Rural Schools
The state educational department,
ter 51 of the laws of 1912, and provides
for the crediting of half of the cur or superintendents' office is getting
rent school fund at four different lots of applications for aid to maintain
times in the year to the reserve fund five months schooling in the rural
;
for the maintaining of schools for a districts, where ordinary resources
period of five months and for the ap- are Insufficient. Some $35,000 needed
portionment by the state superintend for this purpose Is now in the hands
ent of the money in the current school of the state treasurer. Of the state
f
Is
fund In accordance with the require reserve fund
being set
ments of the constitution. There Is aside from the money which comes
no intimation in this statute any more from leasing public school lands, and
ONE-THIR- D
than there is in the constitution, that the rural schools are to receive much
a single dollar of the current school needed attention. The matter of bet- r
fund can be used for any other
buildings through rural districts
will be taken up shortly, and Santa
pose or in any other way."
It is true that last year the fifteen Fe county is planning to build school
dollar compensation was allowed in houses in the country district along
a special style of architecture that will
spite of the constitutional provision.
Gloves
Hose. Wxinderhose
but it undoubtedly seems reasonable be In keeping with the architecture
at
same
of
and
the
this
locality,
to suppose that some
Toilet Goods.
time should
hve been allowed for readjustment time be comfortable and serviceable.
of all
Shoes.
Mesilla Valley Fruit Association Innecessary in the change from a tercorporates
to
state
the
form of governritory
Articles of incorporation have been
ment. In addition , to this circumfiled
with the state corporation comstance which justfled the payment of
fifteen dollars were still in existence. mission by the Mesilla Valley Fruit
will be located at
I refer to the short terms and low association, which
in Dona Ana county, with
Las
Cruces,
salaries which existed until the past
Edmondson 13. Link as statutory
school
year. These circumstances
have changed so that during the past agent. The association is capitalized
tSo
folschool year every school district had at $25,000 at $1 per share. The
are
with
stockholders
the
the
lowing
five months term and in view of the
amount of stock taken by each, and
allowance from the state reserve fund
James G.
few teachers received less than fifty are also the directors:
Laa Vea'Leftdiiv51oro
EdmondMesilla
150;
Park,
Stuart,
dollars a month.
It seems, therefore,
Everything
Everything
son
B. Link, Las Cruces, 1,400; F. A,
that no teacher should feel very keenL--.
T.
Las
Cruces,
150;
McClernon,
One-Thi- rd
One-Thily the loss of the fifteen dollar comSmith, Mesilla Park, 150; S. S. Hook-lanpensation in view of the fact that
Mesilla Park, 150. A certificate
the average annual salary of teachers
Off
Off
of
ostockholders was
Established 1862
South SideBaja
during the past school year has ex- also filed.
ceeded that of previous years by a
wide margin. I regret ver-- much that
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
It has been Impossible for this an
Your , JruggiBt will refund money American Association
of Anesthet- of the visiting physicians as will the stomach trouble
and constipation hav&
nouncement to be made before this.
if PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure ists, and the American Proctologkal social programs that have been pre- been cured by the use of these tabIt may be, of course, that it will be any case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding association.
pared for the visitors and the wives lets. They are easy to take and most
possible that the courts will decide or Protrdin? Piles in 6 to 14 days.
agreeable In effect. Sold by all deal- With the exception of the opening and families of the physicians.
ers.
that the fifteen dollar compensation 50c.
session of the American Medical asmay be paid in the absence of definite
sociation convention ell of the meetTake Plenty of Time to Eat
There is a saying that "rapid eatlegislative action repealing the law
MEETING OF MEDICAL MEN.
ings and conferences of the week
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and:
of 100!) which granted such compenDiarrhoea Remedy
University of ing is slow suicide." If you have
Minneapolis, Minn., June 13. Em- will be held at the
Every family without exception
sation, and I shall be willing to fur- inent physicians and surgeons from Minnesota. The opening session of formed the habit of eating too rapidare most likely suffering from should keep this preparation at hand
nish blank, certificates to be filled out every part of the United States and the association convention will be ly you
indigestion or constipation, which during the hot weather of the sumas heretofore and to be filed with the Canada, with a number from foreign held in the Minneapolis auditorium, will result eventually in serious ill- mer months.
Chamberlain's
state auditor, in the event that we countries, today filled page after which Is the only available building ness unless corrected. Digestion be- Cholera and Diarrhoea RemedyColic,
can present a test case and receive page of the Minneapolis and St. Paui capable of accommodating, the 5,000 gins in the mouth. Food should be
many times its cost when needthoroughly masticated and insalivat- ed and is almost certain to be needed
the sanction of the court for the pay hotel registers with their Elgnat'irps. or more delegates' In ' attendance.
ed. Then when vou have n fniinosa before the summer Is over.
It has no
A special committee has prepared
ment of the compensation as hereto- They are the delegates and visitors
of the stomach or feel dun and stupid superior for the
purposes for which !t
fore. If your institute is in session, to he annual convention 'of the clinics for the convention and these alter eating, take one of Chamber- is intended.
Buy it now. For sale by
I suggest, that you read this communi- American Medical association, which, will occupy a large part of the time lain's Tablets.
Many severe cases of ail dealers.
cation to the teachers present at your with the meetings of arfiliated
first opportunity. If your institute has bodies, will hold forth here during
not yet opened, please give such pub- the ensuing seven days.
V
With clinics arranged for every
lic notice as will bring the matter
department of medicine and surgery " IF THEY
.
and with daily sessions planned for
or
different
i KIDNEYS
Iburteendepartments
"THEY (AO Ifll
CARBUNCLES
sections, a week of sp'ienddid scienRICH JNXURATTVEaUALfnESrXO HABIT FORMING DRUGS
s
tific work is anticipated. For
WEO CROSS DRUG CO.
O. G. SCHAEFER.
of preparation and elaborON
NECK ateness of detail no such assemblage
has been held in Minneapolis for
A
many years.
I
CAPITAL PAID IN
5S.
SIIRDI lie
The proceedings of the week began
Suffered Intense Agony, Could Not
$100,000.00
I
$50,000.00
Rest or Sleep. Used Cuticura this afternoon with the opening of
thirty-eight- h
of
the
annual
meeting
Soap and Ointment. Carbuncles
the American Academy of Medicine,
Gone.
Completely Cured.
which specializes in medical sociDr. Ray Lyman Wilbur of
ology.
.. 7 v v. .
Veteran's Homo, Napa Co., Oal.
j j i"I
Francisco, president' of the
was afflicted with two carbuncles on the San
back of my nock. The doctor said they academy, occupied the chair at the
i. M. Cunningham, President.
0. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
were the largest carbuncles he initial session. Dr. Helen C. Putman
Prank Springer.
E. S. Lewis. Ass't Cash
ever saw. I suffered the most of
R.
the
I,, presented
Providence,
intense agony, so much that
I could not rest or sleep fo report of a committee appointed to
about a month. One was investigate the teaching of hygiene
lanced four times. When the in the public
schools, and Dr. John
first began to get better anL.
of
Heffron
Syracuse, presented a
other broke out and was
a
from
committee named to
equally as painful as the first report
one. I heard of Cuticura Soap
investigate the teaching of sanitary
and Ointment being good for such things.
science in medical schools.
bo I procured a box of Cuticura Ointment
The meeting of the academy will
and a cake of Cuticura Soap. I washed
both the carbuncles with Cuticura Soap
continue over tomorrow. Monday
frequently whenevor any pus began to
will be devoted to various confergather, and applied the Cuticura Ointment.
I felt relief after the first use of Cuticura ences and on Tuesday the sessions
Soap and Ointment, and In a week's time of the American Medical association
both carbuncles were gone aod I was comwill begin. The work of the conven00
pletely cured. I have not been troubled since.
tion will be divided among the house
"I also had eczema of tlio scalp. My
transacts
the
Office With the San Miguel National Bank
rJ
scalp Itched fearfully and pimples began to of delegates, which
break out which emitted pus, and my head business for the association, several
Jiecame sore and scaly. I had dandruff also.
general meetings of the association,
I used Cuticura 8op for a shampoo with
o" a dozen' deWm. Q. HAY DON
j
hot water, and used the Cuticura Ointment and the daily sessions
i
President
will he read k
partments, at which
on my B':;dp, and It afforded Instant relief,
H. W. KELLY
Vice
on
subfollowed by absolutocure." (Signed) George
President
five
about
hundred papers
1
D. T. HOSKINS
II. Wcta 11. JJcc, 11, 1911.
of medical and surgical inter
jects
Treasurer
Cut lcura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
that
est. The allied organizations
t,:,M lironghout the world. Liberal sarapio of
mailed free, with 32-wi'il hold their annual meetings durSkin Hook,
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
"Cuticura, Dept.T. BoMton."
ing the week include the American
jed unto should use
Commissions,
Association lof Milk
xm Kuaving Click, 25c. tMusyle free
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COLD BATHS

HIE BEST

FOR

HEALTH
IF YOU GET THE PROPER REACTION YOU WILL KNOW IT IS
DOING YOU GOOD

,

"Take a old bath the first thing
every morning. It will make you feel
like a new man." So says Cousin
Henry who is 21, weighs 180 pounds
and plays football. But if we ask Un- cle George, who lias worked very
hard at bookkeeping for 24 years and
weighs 116 pounds, he says
Of course he knows that a cold bath
is a fine thing, because everybody
says Carl
says so, but yet
Williams in the Boston Herald.
A cold bath is one of those ordinary
every day affairs concerning which
nearly everybody knows very little.
It is a simple matter, and yet its use
requires discrimination. Whether or
not it is beneficial depends much upon the individual and the conditions
under which it is taken. One must
know how. And it issometimes very
doubtful whether the first thing in
the morning is always the best time
for it.
The value of water as a curative
agent (hydrotherapy) is being; recognized more and more by the medical
profession, but it is of equal value,
for the average man or woman, as a
means of keeping well and vigorous.
Cold bathing improves the circulation, tones up the nervous system and
invigorates the entire physical organism. Practiced with discretion it may
be employed to strengthen the heart.
It not only quickens the circulation
and heart action, but it also quickens
the respiration, ventilating the lungs,
with the result of better oxygenation
of the blood and more perfect elimination of carbonic acid gas which,
according to some authorities, may at
times accumulate to a certain extent.
And cold bathing just makes one
feel good generally, which is the best
evidence that it is beneficial. It tends
to harden the bather and make him
less susceptible to changes of temperature. The human body has a
natural power of adjusting itself to
variations of heat and cold, and regthis power.
ular bathing develops
immune
making one more or less
'
cold.
against catching
But, like many other effective measures, this may also be effective in
the other direction, and the possibilities for harm in some cases are even
greater than the possibllties for good.
Tt must lie done right. The man who
,is strong may do almost anything
with impunity, but he who Is only try.
be careing to become strong should
'
"B-r-r-

,

.

'

ful.
In the case of one with poor circulation and low vitality, injudicious
cold bathing may be very weakening.
"When the victim of promiscuous butj
well meant advice upon the subject
goes with grim courage Into his
morning cold tub or shower and
dreads the shock of contact with the
cold water, then h should know that
be is placing an undue tax upon his!
vitality. Taking a cold bath under
such circumstances may be an excel-- '
lent way of cultivating character and
mcral stamina, but it is not rtttht that'
one's health should be imralrod in the
'

j

attempt.

fiuffir's Pure LlaKUl
because of its known freedom from injurious ingredients and its
is
long successful record as the best
tonic-stimulan-

-

;

.'

Rcfuso .Substitutes

m
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3

pure

"-

-"

facsimile of package and bottle greatly reduced,

Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey is made
from barley and other strength-givin- g
nourishing grains, by skilled experts.
All the grain 13 thoroughly malted and
only sound, perfect grain can be
malted, which insures a rich, pure and
wholesome distillation.
Because of its known purity Duffy 's is
Used and indorsed by doctors every-

where. It
poses only.

13

made

for

medicinal pur-

fill iff.

J

s

only by most
grocers and dealers at $1.00 a bottle.
Write for doctor's free advice and free valuable illustrated medical booklet.

fold insoaled bottles
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jr t.
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FINEST QUALITY
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j

LARGEST
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,

Duffy Malt Whiakey Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Tfi,-- ;

1913.
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CPS'

the only ladies' shoe dressing that
positively contains Oil. Blacks and Polishes ladies'
and children's boots and shoes, shines without rubbing. Mc. 'TRENCH GLOSS," 10c.
"JND combination for lenfc and
all Muds of russet or tan shoes, l!6c. "STAB" polishing
size, 10c.
"QUICK WHITE" (In llqofd form with snougelqnlcli- "GILT EDGE"

emri0"

13,

TWO STRONG POINTS OF VIEW
,1'

f,.tni

whltem

BUCK, NUBUCK.

CANVAS SHOLS.
In round white cakes
packed i n zinc boxes, with sponge, 10c In hand-aom- e,
large aluminum boxes, with sponge, 85c
If Toordealsr does not kwn the fclnd you want, send ns
ttte price In stamps for lull sin package, ch&nres
paid.
WHrTTEMORE
BROS. A CO,
20 -- 28 Albany Street, Cambrktoa,
Mas.
The Oldest and Lamest Manufacturers of
Shoe Polishes in the World.

may often be better if the activities
of the body are awakened more nat-

urally and gradually.

'

,

Society Divided

Into Camps on Ques-

tion That Has Always Been
sidered Important.

Con-

No work under heaven Is more Im
perative than the rescue of young and
innocent girls; no crime is more das
tardly than the sale of their youth and
innocence; no charity is greater than
that which lifts the sinner from her
sin. But the fact that we habitually
apply the term "white slave" to the
willful prostitute as well as to the
entrapped child, shows that a powerful and popular sentiment is absolved
from the shackles of accuracy. Also
that this absolution confuses the
minds of men. The sentimentalist
pities the prostitute as a victim', the

sociologist abhors her as a menace.
The sentimentalist conceives that men
prey, and women are preyed upon;
the sociologist, aware that evil men
and women prey upon one another
ceaselessly and ravenously, has no
measure of tenderness for either. The
sentimentalist clings tenaciously to
the association of youth with Innocence.
The sociologist knows that
even the
which the law fires
as a boundary line of innocence has
flo corresponding restriction in fact.
It is inconceivable that so many books
and pamphlets dealing with this subject books and pamphlets now to be
found on every library shelf, and in
the hands of young and old should
dare to ignore the balance of depravity, the swaying of the pendulum of
vice. Atlantic Monthly.
age-lim-

it

No Substitute Could do This
No inferior substitute but only the
genuine Foley Kidney Pills could have
rid J. F. VVallich, Bartlett, Neb., of his
"I was
kidney trouble. He says:
bothered with backache, and the pain
COMMENT
SEX
ON
would run up to the back of my head, HARSH
and 1 had spells of dizziness. I took
Foley Kidney Pills and they did the booster's Unseemly Conduct Drew
work and I am now entirely rid of
Bitter Remark From His Young
kidney trouble." O. G. Schaefer and
Mistress.
Red Vross Drug Store.

BUTTE MINERS CELEBRATE
Butte, Mont., June 13. The Butte
local of the United Mine Workers of
America, one of the largest and most
influential local unions of the entire
organization, today held a monster
celebration to mark the thirty-fiftof its founing. The
anniversary
mines suspended operations for tlie
day and a general holiday was obh

served.
big parade this morning
was- followed in the afternoon by an
outdoor demonstration at Columbia
Gardens. Speeches were made by
John H. Walker and Adolph Germer,
officials of the Mine Workers, and
M. M. Donoghue, president
of the
Montana Federation of Labor.
A

-

Dolly was not quite six when her
mother bought a flock of nine Plymouth Rock hens and a rooster, and
diligently explained to Dolly that the
rooster was the "papa hen" and the
rest were all "mamma hens." After
two or three days of confinement, to
accustom them to their coop, they
were let out to wander about the
yard, and Doily was set to watch
them. The hens stayed together nicely, but the rooster showed a tendency
neighto wander Into the next-doo- r
bor's chicken yard. Dolly chased him
back time and again, until she was
tired and out of patience. She turned
her back for a minute, and when she
looked round there were the hens up
by the coop, while the rooster was sedately pacing across the garden towards the next yard.
Dolly stamped her foot on the side"Come back
walk and screamed:
here! Come back to your own family." The rooster proceeded with perfect equanimity. Dolly watched him
for a moment with a look of utter disgust. Then her mother heard her say,
very emphatically:
"That's just like you men, any-

Can't Keep It Secret
Stings or bites of Insects that are
followed by swellings, pain or itchina
should be treated promptly, as they
SNOW
BALLARD'S
are poisonous.
LINIMENT counteracts the poison. It
is both antiseptic and healing. Price
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Staid
way."
by Central Drug Co.

London

Tit-Bit-
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OF SEA FEUD

ENDING
By

J.

C. PLUMMER.

"Let him go. To hades with his
bloomln' knife. Let the dago loose,"
nd Tom Bradd struggled to free him
self from the grasp of two brawny
sailors who held him. Mr. Buck, the
lean, sinewy mate, had his arms in

terlaced about Nicola'o waist, utterly
unmindful of the crue! looking stiletto
shaking in the powerful Italian's hand
Captain Newton advanced to the
main hatch, his long, patriarchal beard
falling to his waistband.
"Stop It, gall darn ye, stop it," be
thundered, "fm short handed now.
and I won't have any man killing on
this here hooker- - Batten down your
feelln'a, yon two fellers, till you get to
Rio Grande, and then you can chop
each other Into bits and devil take
what's left, but there's to be no chop- pin' on the Apollo."
The two sailors released Bradd, who
recommenced the work he had stopped
to fight Nicola, and the Italian, flnd-tn- g
himself free from the mate's hold,
walked dignifiedly forward and went
below. The crisis had been passed.
temporarily at least.
What begun the feud between the
men no one knew. It existed wben
they shipped in New York and they
had spat hate at each other during the
voyage, but this was the first time
an actual collision had been threat
ened.

"It's only put off," remarked
Ned, oracularly; "blood'll fly yet"

Jump.

"Heave her to," he shouted.
"Braces," came sharp and curt from
the mate, and the men hurried to
obey, casting glances aft
'He's a goner," exclaimed Mr. Buck.
"No, there he Is," said sharp-eyeO'Neill, pointing over the lee quarter, and there, sure enough, was a
black speck, the head of Nicola. H
was swimming, but slowly and labor
d

ously.
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ROOSEVELT

AT

ANDOVER

Andover, Mass.. June 13. Among
the notable visitors today at the commencement exercises of Phillips Andover academy was Colonel Theodore
Roosevelt, whose son Archibald is a
student at the academy. Following
Colonel
the graduation exercises
Roosevelt delivered an address at the
alumni dinner in the Eoiden

' When the baby is suffering the double affjiction of hot weather and bowel disorders, the remedy needed is
It reduces
McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR.
the feverish condition, corrects the
stomach and checks looseness of the
bowels.
Price 25c and 50c "per bottle
Sold by Central Drug Co.

FOR MOISSANT MEMORIAL
New Orleans, La., June 13. An overturned aeroplane chiseled from a
single block of Georgia marble is to

mark the spot where John Moissant
met his death near this city. The
monument committee will meet to
morrow to arrange for' the comple
tion of the memorial fund.
Moissant was killed in 1910, after a
week of the most spectacular flying
that had ever been seen up to that
time. He had started on a crosscountry flight with an unusually large
tank of gasoline, The extra weight is
supposed to have caused the machine
s
to overturn. Since the accident
body has been held in a receiving vault at the Meta'ire Ridge cemetery. The body will be kept there
until the monument is (completed,
'when it will be buried beneath the
memorial with appropriate services.

For Convalescent Child.
The nurse who has a good library
at her command can devise almost
endless means of interesting a convalescent child. She might take the
child on a trip around the world to
the children of all nations. One day
they could go to France. She could
describe "sunny France" to him and
talk about the vineyards and the
pretty flower gardens and the black
bread the bakers sell to the children
to feed the sparrows and the odd little smocks the children wear to
school and half a' dozen other thing3
which she could gather in a half
hour's reading. For the visit to the
little German children she could get
much from Grimm's fairy tales.
Holland's children would form another day's subject their wooden
shoes, their full skins, tueir winter
life on the frozen canals and their
love for the little Princess Juliana
could all be told about. Japan and
Italy, Spain, India and the North
American Indians all have given records of their children, which could be
quickly referred to and entertainingly
worked up.
Bridge to Have Elevators.
A novel scheme was recently exhibited at Cologne, in a competition
of plans for a new bridge.
It was felt desirable to construct a
high-leve- l
bridge that would allow uninterrupted traffic both on land and
river. One of the plans entered was
l
for a
bridge having slopes
as steep as 1 In 12, which would be
impossible for traffic under ordinary
high-leve-

conditions.
The designer of this bridge, however, plans to equip the approaches
with electrically driven chains, to
which motor cars and horse-drawvehicles may be attached for haulage
up the approaches, and "easage" down
the approaches. Little cars drawn by
these trains are also provided for
pedestrians.
n

Mois-sant'-

A Worker Appreciates This
Wm. Morris, a resident of Florence,
Oregon, says: "For the last fourteen
years my kidneys and bladder incapacitated me for all work. Abont elsht
months ago I began using Foley Kid
ney Piils, and they have done what
ether medicines failed to do, and now
I recommend FoI am feeling fine.
ley Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store.

Patriot's Wish.
my heart's first and favorite
wish to be employed In active and
enterprising services where there is
a prospect of rendering such services
useful and acceptable to America.
honor which conThe singular
gress hath done mo by their, general approbation of my past conduct
hath inspired me with sentiments of
gratiiade which I shall carry with me
to my grave; and if a life of service
devoted to America can" be made instrumental in securing its independence, I shall regard the continuance
of such approbation as an honor far
superior to the empty pageantry which
fciEga ever did or can bestow. John
Paul Jonee.
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The questions answered below are
general In character, The -- ympfoms
or diseases are given and the answers will apply to any case of similar nature.
Those wishing further advice free,
may address Dr. Lewi? Baker, College Bldg., Coliego-ElwooSts Dayton, O., enclosing
stamped envelope for reply. pu
name and address must be given, but
only initials or fictitious name w")
be used In my answers. The prescriptions can be fUied -t any
drug store. Any druggist
can order of dealer.
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well-stocke- d

"I am sorely afr
Miss Belva asks:
flicted and vai:'. ; our best .vlviia. I
am troubled with goitre and too :iuch
flesh or fat. How can I cure the one
and redu:e .he o.her.
Answer: Many cases of goitre com
ing under my attention have yielded
to treatment and disappeared almost
totally. The ingredients in
tablets are used both to re
duce goitre and to remove superfluous fat on the human body. I advise
you to obtain a sealed tube with direc
tions
accompanying.
old

There were several days of bright
sunshine, calm sea and cloudless sky,
and on one of these mornings the
mate ordered Nicola to some duty on
the
yard. The Italian
looped a line about his neck and gripping a marline spike in his teeth
climbed the weather rigging. Just
as he swung himself over the top he
lost his hold and fell like a plummet
Into the sea.
'Man overboard," yelled O'Neill,
who was at the wheel, and he flung a
life buoy over the rail.
The skipper was on deck in, one

"

my weight, I should bo the banniest
woman alive. I am so th,in and
scrawny, it is a shame. Why can not
be like other women? I do not work
hard and am in good health.

Answer: You can be "like other
women" if you follow
my advice.
which is to use three grain hyno-nuclane tablets packed in sealed car
tons with directions, and most widely
prescribed by intelligent physicians
everywhere. They improve the nu
trition, add red corpuscles to the
blood, improve the wmplexion. hut
thorough and regulrr use must follow
"Howard" writes: "What can I take to get these good results.
for headache, dark spots before my
"Mr. Ben" writes:
eyes, dizzy spells and also constipa
"My joints are
tion?
becoming so stiff from rheumatism
Answer: Constipation is the cause that I can scarcely walk. Is there any
of all your trouble, but I can cure you help for me?"
if you i will follow my directions. Get
Answer: Of course there is help
at the drug store three grain sulpherb for you and for all others who suffer
tablets (not sulphur). These are pack- from rheumatism. Take the following
ed in sealed tubes and contain full and you will be entirely cured. Iodide
directions. These little lablets pur of potassium, 2 drams; sodium salicyify the blood, the bowels and liver are late 4 drams; wine of colchicum,
stimulated into healthy action and oz.; comp . essence cardiol, 1 oz.;
ill gradually cure your trouble.
comp. fluid balmwort, 1 oz.; and syrup
sarsaparilla, 5 ozs. Mix nd take a
"Little Girl" To cure your child of teaspoonful at meal time and again at
bedwetting get tincture cubebs, 1 bed time.
dram; comp. fluid balmwort, 1 oz.;
"Mary J." Bays. "Every winter I
and tincture rhusaromatic, 2 drams.
Give 10 to 15 drops in water about have a cold which lasts till spring. I
nave tried several doctors prescip-tion- s
one hour before meals.
but they do no good so I ask
Doctor: "I have been a sufferer of you what to do."
catarrh of the head for many years. Answer: The best medicine to reIt has also affected my stomach, bow lieve colds and coughs la made by
els and blood. I suffer greatly and mixing" the contents of a 2 oz. bottle
an immediate an of essence mentho-laxen- e
would apreeiate
with, honey
or home made sugar syrup. Full direcswer."
,
Louise: "I should recommend the tions for making are given, on the
following local treatment for you: bottle and also how to take. You will
Get two ounces of Vilane powder and find this will cure your cough In a
to a pint of warm water add one-havery few days and It Is perfectly
teaspoonful and snuff from the palm harmless and pleasant to take.
of the hand through the nostrils two
or three times daily. In connection
"Miss A." writes: "I have a very
with this make a catarrh balm of one bad case of dyspepsia. I am afraid to
ounce of vaseline or lard and a level eat a hearty meal. My breath is bad
teaspoonful of Vilane powder, apply and I am cross and irritable moat of
this balm to the nostrils as far up as the time."
possible. Also obtain the following
Answer: If you will get the followingredients, mix, shake well and take ing tablets and take according to dia teaspoonful four times daily: Syrup rections which
accompany the packsarsaparilla comp., 4 ozs.; comp. fluid age, you will soon be rid of all disbalmwort, 1 oz.; fluid extract buchu. tress in your stomach. It will also
1 oz.
help your constipation. They are called tablets triopeptine and are packed
"If you know in sealed cartons. If this trouble la
"Kathryn" writes:
of anything that will stop premature allowed to gtand it will cause appendbaldness, cure dandruff and itching icitis, so begin taking at once.
"
scalp, I should appreciate a reply."
"Helen" writes:
"Please fell me
Answer: The feHo'inj; simple remedy will cure dandruff and promote a what to do to gair an appofjfe." I
luxurious growth of hair. Ask for cannot eat and am thin and nervous.
Answer: You need a good system
plain yellow minyol which can be had
in 4 oz. jars and use regularly accord- tonic and the best one that I couid
! have seen the tell you
of is: Syrup of hypophoa-phite- s
ing to directions.
most astonishing results from its use
comp. 3 ozs., tincture cado-men- e
that I heartily recommend it to all
Mix. and always
comp. 1 oz.
who suffer' with any disease of the shake well before using. Take a
before meals for several
scalp.
weeks and you will gain an
appetite
"Mrs. A. F." writes: "Really if I and your whole nervous system will
could find a true remedy to increase be restored to its natural state.
-
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The brig had been brought to and
the boat ready, when a cry came from
the poop.
"Hi, hi! Shark, see him!"
Abeam was the triangular fin of a
shark cutting the water as It made a
straight course for Nicola.
"It's all up," muttered the mate;
"nothing can save him now."
There was a splash, and to our astonishment Bradd had leaped over
board and was swimming fiercely. Ha
lay a course which must bring bin
between the shark and Nicola.
Having laid a right angled cours
Bradd gained on the shark, which wai
swimming in a straight line for th
Italian and was a cable's length
ahead of the fish when he reached a
line with the slowly swimming Nicola,
and then he seemed seized with convulsions. He splashed the water with
his hands and legs, reminding one oi
the actions of a duck which has
reached a pond after a long, dry land
journey. His motions were so violent
that the sea frothed about him, and
the shark was evidently as surprised
at these evolutions as was the crew oi
the Apollo. Obviously they were not
to his taste, for he darted off in an
opposite direction. By this time th
boat had been lowered and in a hall
hour both men were aboard the brig
"I didn't think you were that big a
fool to risk your life for a dago who'a
hungry to put a knife in you," re
marked Ned, reproachfully.
"Risk!" exclaimed Bradd; "there
wasn't any. If you'd been In the Indian ocean you'd know the shark la
the biggest coward that swims and
any man can scare 'em off who makes
a big splutter In the water, and then
I hate the bloody things and I'll balk
"em of a meal any day."
Not a word had Nicola spoken ta
anyone since he had been brought on
board, but now he came out of th
forecastle and approached Bradd. He
No person need hesitate to take FoThe Brilliant Stars of June
held out to him the stiletto .with the j
By the end of June, Mars, Venus, ley Kidney Pills on the ground fliat
hilt toward his enemy.
and Jupiter will all be morning they know not what is in them. Foley
knife," said Saturn but
"Keep your bloomln
stars,
Foley's Honey and Tar & Co. guarantee them to be a pure
face
freckled
Bradd, and the broad,
Compound is at all times the "Star" curative medicine, specially prepared
broke Into a smile.
medicine for coughs, colds, croup and for kidney and bladder ailments and
In that moat monotonous and very whooping cough. A cold In June is as irregularities.
They do not contain
do
Rio
Grande,
dirty Brazilian town,
apt to develop into bronchitis or pneu- habit forming drugs. Try them. O
Sul, two very, drunken men walked monia as at any other time, but not if G. Schaefer and Red Coss
Drug Store
arm and arm down towards the quay Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
One sang a coster song in a deep bass taken. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
and the other in a screechy tenor a Drug Store.
DANIELS TO SPEAK
barcarole. They were Bradd and
Boston, June 13. Sccretary of t
Nicola, and the sea feud was at an
WESTERN STUDENTS MEET
Navy Daniels has accepted an
end.
13.tion from Boston lodge of
Williams
Wis.,
The
June
Bay,
Pub.
Co.)
(Copyright by Daily Story
Lake Geneva Students' Conference of
on Boston Common t
Western Colleges opened at the. camp afternoon at a public celcbra
Rabbit Wrecks Railroad Motor.
General Ro;niaster A. A. Miller of grounds at Lake Geneva today with Flag Day. In the
S?.
the Iron Mountain system was recent- an attendance of students from many Daniels will he onf of the (.
ly taken to the company's hospital in plates. Daily sessions will be held honor at a banquet to be
l
St. Louis suffering from a compound for ten
hotel
days and will be addressed by the Copley-Plazfracture of tba left arm, cuts on his
a number of educators, clergymen
jaw and ear and Internal injuries. He
was riding on a railway motor car and other persons of note.
The splendid work of Ch
near Knobel, Ark., when a rabbit, leapTablets Is dally becoming
in. tbe
ing across the track, was caught
When you feel lazj'j cut of sorts and ly known.' No such grand
wheels of the car. The car was de- yawn a good deal of the
daytime, you stomach and liver trouM
railed. Three other men on the car can charge it to a torpid liver which been known.
also were injured.
has allowed tbe system to get full of
Shake C.'f Your
impurities. HERBINB cures all disorders produced by an inactive liver.
Now U t:,3 t.'me t3
Plan to Reduce Cost of Living.
Milwaukee working Rtrls are or- It strengthens that organ, cleanses rheuma". 1. Try a t
buyiog clubs to the bowels and puts the system In bottle cf c '
'':: : .'
ganizing
condition.
50c.
see
Price
how
of
good
cost
lMas.'.i
healthy
r
q
the
reduce
yn - t
Sold by Central Drug Co.
disappear, f :j by :
lf

Katherine L. Norton. New Bedford.
Mass., says: "I had a terrible pain
across my back, with a burning ana
scalding feeling. I took Foley Kidney
Pills as advised, with results certain
and sure. I felt toned up and invigor
ated. I recommend
Foley Kidney
Pills." For backache, rheumatism,
lumbago, and all kidney and bladder
ailments, use Foley Kidney Pills. O.
G. Schaefer and
Cross Drug
Red
Store.
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TOO GOOD ,TO ESCAPE
IMITATION
tries to twist you
merchant
a
If
away from Duffy's when you ask
for it and offers something "just
as good" or "more for the same
money" he does so because he
makes more money on the sale
of inferior goods.
When you ask for Duffy's be
sure you get Duffy's. Take no
other. Substitutes are imitations, and imitations are dangerous. Get what you go after and
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Briefly, if you enjoy the mornin;
told dip, or, in other words, if your
instincts approve of it, then it will
undoubtedly do you good. But if one
is not robust, what then? Should frail
and delicate people avoid cold bathing entirely? Assuredly not, but they
must know how to go about it. There
are certain simple conditions which
orshould be fulfilled, not merely in
benefibe
der that the bath should
weaken
cial, but that it should not
one of limited vitality.
Perfect reaction or recuperation is
the first assential and this really de
Near-ipends upon several conditions.
a
in
general way
everyone knows
effect. The
physiological
intended
the
first contact of the cold water con
tracts the skin and the blood vessels,
the sur
driving the blood away from
followed
face of the body, this being
blood is
by a reaction, in which the
surface
to
the
back
rushing
brought
in large quantities. It is this reaction
which is important, and it is for its
and
sake, or its expectation, that men
to
the
rigors
brave
women are willing
of a morning chill. But if the bather
cannot set this reaction, if his body
has not sufficient vitality to respond
to the demand made upon it, then he
should enither let it. alone entirely or
so modify his method of taking the
bath that he can recuperate perfectly.
Even if the body, seems at the time
to react properly, with a ruddy glow
of the skin, you may know that it has
been too much of a drain upon your
vital energies if you experience a
trembling and nervous sensation afterward. If it should happen that you
are chilly after a cold shower the best
thing to do is to get your feet in hot
water hb soon as possible, vor to wrap
yourself up warmly and drink something hot, so that you may become
warmed
thoroughly
quickly and
through from top to toe.
As already said, the important thing
is the reaction, arousing a vigorous
circulation of the blood, and having
accomplished this the bather should
not linger in the bath until he becomes chilled. One great secret of
successful cold bathing is brevity.
Simply get into the water and then
get out again, whether it is a tub or
a Bhower.
For cold bathing, or for any bathing, the room should be comfortably
warm, otherwise it would be better to
forego it. Never attempt to take a
cold bath in a cold room, for'it will
be much more difficult to recuperate.
Xext, be sure that you are yourself
thoroughly warm. This does not mean
that you should be overheated, for
under such circumstances you should
be more than ever, careful not to become chilled, either through reckless
bathing or in any other way. But you
should be thoroughly warm through,
o that the 1 hough t of cold water upon the skin will appeal to you, and
will actually feel good when you take
'
the bath. There is nothing so refreshing and gratifying as a cold tub or
shower under the right conditions.
That is why it is usually in order,
immediately after vigorous exercise,
for the body is warm and the circulation is active.
The first thing in the morning has
commonly been suggested for the cold
bath, probably because it is so often
the most convenient time. This does
not mean that it is always the best
time for one ioiug to gain strength
It is true that it wakes one up, arousing all the vital and functional organs, but for one of limited vitality
it may not always be best that his
enor-ie- s
should be so suddenly and
In such eases it
vie tenth- - aroused.
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We beiicva that Mr. Jones, who is
so thoroughly familiar with things
as they are and as they ought to be
in the west, will make his Influence
felt in behalf of legitimate development and- proper use of resources.
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York. June 13. Although the
buyant forward movement in stocks
of yesterday was continued for a
time today, it was apparent (as the

"Do It

session progressed that there had not
developed a sufficiently broad demand
to hold the market steadily, on its

Electrically"

Colbert C. Root, w. p. Southard, R.
F. Johnson, John
.
W. Harris, Don course.
,
Hart, John Rumohr, George H. HunOutside orders came in freely ' for
ker, J. W. Harris, Jr., c. II. Schirmer, a time as the result of yesterday's adDr. F. P.. Romm w. C. de Baca, .T. vance, and
professional operators who
D. W. Veeder, Joseph
Taichert,, Ralph had overstayed the decline bought
Rohrer, A. J. Dougherty of Denver, hurriedly. Investment buying, which
and John Kinsella of Denver.
was the feature of yesterday's market, was In much smaller amount,
-and after the most urgent require
i
-ment of the shorts had been filled
LABOR WORLD NOTES.
the buying diminished.
i
I
Gradually the market fell back
0-- 0
O
again, until by noon the morning's rise
trade organizations had been lost. Canadian
Philadelphia
Pacific,
are discussing plans to merge into which
three points below
dropped
one large body.
yesterday's close, . led the decline.
The White Rats Actors' Union of Bonds were
strong.
America will hold its annual convenBear selling let up after standard
tion in New York, Citv, beginning next
stocks had been ' depressed a half
Monday
point below yesterday's close. SpecInternational
Pressmen ulation then became
Printing
stupid and the
and Assistants' Union of North Ameri- list hardened a trifle.
ca will open its annual convention at
With a probable gain In cash of
Rogersville, Tenn., next Monday.
$8,000,000 by the banks as a result of
The German Metal Workers' union the extensive
liquidation In the fore
is the largest and most thoroughly
part of the week, bull operators were
centralized union in the world. Its Inclined to take on more
stocks, and
annual report shows a membership of the market moved
up smartly again.
561,547, an Increase of 46,402.
There Prices did not get as
high as In the
are 27,876 women members.
morning but the average rally was
President, H. B. Perham, Secretary
nearly a point.
L. W. Quick and all the old
The market closed firm. Aggres
dents of the Order of Railroad Tele sive
buying of the Rein stocks in
An fused Kreater stren!rth mto the gengraphers have been
additional vice president, E. J. Men- - era, st but the rlae ln the ,eaders
ion of New Haven, was elected.
was unusually
rapid and traders
The labor unrest throughout Engthought the pace too fast. They took
land is becoming acute. Leaders of
profits freely, which sent down the
various trades unions are denouncing list, a peg, but renewed
buying was
the government for not passing a evident toward the close.
minimum wage bill affecting all in
The last sales were as follows:
dustries, and a national walk-ou- t
may Amalgamated Copper
CoVs
lie the outcome.
....10814
Sugar ...
The annual convention of the Wo- Atchison
95
men's International Union
Label
..156
Reading
league, to be held in Birmingham, Southern Pacific
93
Ala., during the week of June
16, Union Pacific
144
promises to be the largest in the his- United States Steel.
. 53
tory of the organization. More than United States Steel, pfd..
.104
200 delegates have sent in their cre
dentials.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
The Canadian Pacific railway anChicago, June 13. General rains
nounces that all the employes of the today put the wheat market on the
mehcanical and car departments on down grade. The break of the drought
the company's eastern lines, some
in the
northwest particularly was
in number, are to receive an adagainst the bulls. There were also
vance of 10 per cent in wages. Time reports of rain in Russia. Opening
and a half will be allowed for over- prices ranged from
lower.
to
time and for work on legal holidays. July, which started at 91
to 91,
Steps are being taken to organize a 'loss of
fell to 91
but
a union of bootblacks in New York reacted to
Statements that
9192.
City. Their number Is estimated as the most valuable sections of the
about 60,000, or one. to every 100 perand western Minnesota were
sons. In many cases their earnings still
dry resulted in a further rally,
are as low as $5 a week and those but the market soon weakened again
who are employed by stand owners The close was
steady- - with July
are complaining of long hours.
''''''
net lower at 91.
corn
of
made
Lightness
offerings
The Brilliant Stars of June
harden after opening easy with wheat
By the end of June, Mars, Venus,
Saturn and Jupiter will all be morning
stars, but Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound Is at all times the "Star"
medicine for coughs, colds, croup and
whooping cough. A cold in June is as
apt to develop into brdnchltls or pneumonia as at any other time, but not if
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
taken. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drue Store.
-
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vice-pres-

secretary
glected.
of the interior is from this region and
many of his assistants also come from
the same section of the United
States. They understand the needs
of the w t and will endeavor to see
them satisfied.
"When I take my place in the government," continued Mr. Jones, "I
shall endeavor to assist the west. If
I can participate in its development
I shall be happy. The time has come
for the opening' up to honest development of the resources of this region.
T should
be sad if I were leaving Las
of
Vegas
permanently. Whatever
courage and intelligence of purpose
and ability I may possesse will be
devoted to the Interests of the west
and the establishment of happy homes
in this section of the country. When
my work Is completed I shall return
to Las Vegas, happy to be again In the
place that to me Is home."
The banquet was remakable for the
excellence of the viands served. Man
ager G. V. Irwin of the Castaneda furnished a most palatable meal, which
was served admirably. The menu
was a follows;
"i
Green Turtle ala llusse
A Work'er Appreciates This
Radishes
Ripe Olives
Wm. Morris, a resident of Florence,
Salted Almonds
Oregon, says: "For the last fourteen
Salmon
Cutlets, Hollandaise Sauce years my kidneys and bladder Incapacitated me for all work. About eizht
Potatoes' Parisienne Sliced
months ago I beean using Foley KidCucumbers
Praised Sweet Breads Perigueux ney Pills, and they have done what
other medicines failed to do, and now
au Kirst
I am feelins fine.
I recommend FoBreast of Young Fowl Supreme
ley Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer and
Green Peas Red Cross Drug Store.
Potatoes Duchess
'
Combination talad
READY TO RACE AT LATONIA
Fruit Ice Cream
Fancy Cakes
Cincinnati, June 13. What promisRoquefort; Cheese
es to be one of the most successful
Bents Toasted Biscuit
Cafe Noir
spring meetings- that the Latonia
The committee in charge of tlte Jockey club has held in recent years
arrangements for the banquet, com- will be opened tomorrow afternoon
posed of George A. Fleming, Her- with the classic Latonia Derby. Selman CVIlfeldj and A. T. Rogers, Jr., dom before has there been such an
is deserving of credit for the success abundance of hfehfecjlass hoflses on
of the affair. It was one of the most hand, and the jockey talent is of the
enjoyable gatherings of ; men that very tost. A dozen or more good
have occurred in Las Vegas in the etakea ire to be run during the meet- Inrlilrlo nrap.v..
-- "' ': fltiil; thA
memory of the oldest citizen. Ex- 1fi."
"." pntrloa V'
cellent music was furntshed during tically all or the horses that distin
the evening by an orchestra com- guished themselves in the ' recent
posed pf Mrs,' Charles Kohn, Robert meetings in Lexington' and Louisvflle.
KaspevJamHS- Coolt and H. M.
vvJ,;When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
yawn a good deal of the daytime, you
The guests present were;
A
A
Jnnen puest of honor: David can charge it to a torpid liver which
Iias a'biwed the system to get full of
J. Leahy, toastmaster; Charles Weld,
lnipurltips HERj,JNE cures a dis.
.1.
M.
Dr.
cunningnam.
orders produced by an inactive liver.
Raynolds, Hugh Williams, of Santa jt strengthens that organ, cleanses I
Fe, member of the Corporation com-- , the bowels and puts the system inj
price inc
mission: W. E. Gortner, Filwarrl V con neaiuiy conoitlon.
Sold by Central Drug Co.
Springer, Judge E. V. Long, O. A
Larrazolo, S. B. Davis, Jr., II W.
When the baby is surfering the dou-Clark, John S. Clark, W. H. Stark, ble affliction of hot weather and bow- P. H. Le Noir, Arthur Ilfeld, E. J. el disorders, the remedy needed is
It reduce?
McWenie, Mayor R. ,T. Taupert, W. N. McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR.
the feverish cofidltlon, corrects thelj
Rosenthal, Lorenzo Delgado, mayor of stomach and fhtoVD
of thpi.
the town of Las Vegas; Dr. W. P. bowels. Price 25c and 50c pPr bottle
Mills, Dr. H. J. Mueller, George A. Sold by Central Drug Co.
Fleming, A. T. Rogers, Jr., E. G.
The splendid work of Chamberlain's
M. O. Henriquez, J. D. Hand,
Tablets Is dally becoming more wideWilliam White, peorge, IL Kirnccl,
ly known. No Buch grand remedy for
W. J. Lucas, Hallett Raynolds, E. D. stomach acid liver troubles
bas ever
RaynoWs. Clarence Iden, J. II. Stearns, J been known.

vote against dishonest persons for
office; oppose dishonest measures;
refuse, directly or indirectly, to ac
cept a, bribe; and refuse, directly
or Indirectly, to give a bribe; place
country above party; recognize the
result of the election as the will of
the people and thereforeas the law,
and continue to fight for a righteous,
although defeated, cause so long as
there is a reasonable hope of suc
cess.
"We submit," the report concludes,
"that the class of voters sought to
be enfranchised by this resolution
answers each one of these interrogatories with distinguished credit to
Itself and that it ful'iy, fairly and In
good faith measures up to these re
quirements. We therefote;' upon clt
grounds, conclude that the resolu
tion should be sent to the various

The press of the state, republican
as well as democratic, has published
many editorial comments upon the
selection of A. A. Jones of this city
.as first assistant secretary of the In
terior. Unanimously the sentiment
expressed has been that President
Wilson made o wise move when he
named Mr. Jones for an Important
position in the cabinet circle These
utterances by the papers of New
Mexico express the eentiments
of
the people of the Btate, who are delighted that es capable a man could
Tiave been found within the borders
of the second youngest member of.
ratifi
adoption-o- r
the Union. Mr. Jones is a product states for1 their
'
'
":
cation."
New
of
Mexico, and New Mexico is
Senator Ashurst said he would use
proud of him.
forceful
energies to secure a vote on
The following editorials appeared
resolution
at the special session,
the
in
the
Jouryesterday
Albuquerque
nal and the Albuquerque Herald, re- - but that he would not press it in
such a way as to arouse opposition
or interfere wiiii' Uiiff legislation.
Hon. A. A. Jones.
The state of Nfew Mexico was
TO SELL TIMBER
well represented at and officially
ai sale of 50 million
feet of na
In
participated In the banquet tendered
last night In honor of A. A. Jones of tional forest timber to the Mount
Eat Las Vegas, who is now first Graham "Lumber company, of Thatchassistant to Secretary of the Interior er, Arizona,1 a Contract has been enCraves
Lane.
tered into which,'4 Forester
enecuve saiesuaiua
The appointment of Mr. Jones to says, contains
the position for which he Is bo ad- against possible monopoly. The tim
honor rarely ber is located on tne jviouni urauam
mirably fitted is
conferred upon a state having so division of the' Crook national forest
few votes In the electoral college as and flumes will be constructed by the
has New Mexico. Such positions company ..for Jaking the lumber from
usually go to older and more popu- - the mountain into Gila Valley. Under
lous commonwealths.
h terms' of t'bejfcail these flumes
However, it had been decided at which, will foi'iiljfh'f outlet for the
Washington that a change In the ad- Mount Graham range timber generalministration of the public lands was ly, are to be available for the use of
necessary, and in order to make the the government or of any other purchanges intelligently, the president chasers from the government.
sought the service of a man of charThe timber contracted for consists
acter, ability and ot wide experience chiefly of Douglas .fir and F.ngelman
In such matters to aid in untangling
spruce, with small, quantities of westthe skein, long in the hands of the- ern yellow
white fir, and Mexorists and sentimentalists unfamiliar ican white pine,, The initial price of
pine.
with, conditions in the west.
$2 per thousand feet board measure
It differs not from what stand- is subject
to readjustment in accord- point we may view the matter, the ance with market values at the end
'
win as New of three years, the contract period ex
which, the nation, as
over s,x "'alB'
t
m
" vh h congratulated. ,enul"S
'tALsjf Win j wpil
of the sale is' the fact
A
feature
Vila
office a rare enuiptin iir!nff to
interrritv. under- - that the lumber will be used solely
f fctpnw
10 supply tne neeas oi me iuchi marstanding and sympathy.
ket, which consists in part of the
agricultural districts developed alon
Conservation With Use.
Al-- 1
tne una river, uui uiuy oi iu
the
The banquet last night by
uiU
worn;, umu
fcrnworune Com mercinl Hub in honor copper mines ai
has
market
hitherto
This
Morenci.
secreof A, A. Jones, first assistant
tary of the Interior, was as happy been supplied almost 'exclusively by
"fri affair as could be desired and the lumber produced on the northern Pa
'(in', s to i,e congratulated on the cific coast, shipped by steamer to
Kucfi.ts of the event. As for the San Pedro. California, and thence In
t"wA of honor. In whose appointment land over the Southern Pacific.
Nfw Mexico is so honored, lis pledge
There are more than 240,000 women
'f "conservation
vita use" as
the resources of the west Is stenographers In the United State3.
a. p'fmiiso ti,at
Chicago barbers are making a fight
appeals to every one
5;,oiv.ter! in the prosperity and de-'- to have the barbers' sanitary law en'
,
!..: ii",t of the western
country. forced.! 'i
"

JUNE

FRIDAY,

'

REPORTS ON hall was quiet. Then the crowd made
a rush to seize Mr. Jones' hand.
CONSTITUMr. Jones, In opening his remarks,
TIONAL AMENDMENT
declared that he Is the product of
Las Vegas. "I am your product," he
Washington, June 13. Senator
submitted today the report of said, addressing the representative
the woman's suffrage committee, re company of Las Vegas men gathered
commending passage of the Chamber about the table. "If I am worthy of
lain resolution for an amendment ex my new position, it is because of .the
tending .suffrage' to women.
inspiration and encouragement I have
. "In this republic,"'
says the report, received from my association with
'the iri0i)l9 constitute the govern you. The Impulse to go forward, the
ment. They are its creators and its desire to do better has been inspired
maintenance; they are the govern by my daily contact with you.
"Here In Las Vegas we have been
ment. ZthaO the granting of the elective franchise to women would add through many battles together. We
to the strength, efficiency, Justice and have suffered many disappointments,
fairness of government, we have not but we have been bettered thereby.
the slightest doubt,
By our very disappointments a note-- )
"It is anomalous and archaic, in a worthy trait of character has been
free republic, professedly made up of, formed in us. It is the spirit of decontrolled by, and administered for all termination, and steadfast hope. This
f
the people, to deny to
of Its spirit, I believe, will make of Laa
citizens the right of exercising a val Vegas the city that it should be, and
uable .function of citizenship,
give it the future for which we have
the elective francfiise, thus precluding long hoped. We have here, too, the
f
that
irom the right and pow spirit of progress that must surely
er to say what law or policy shall be bring success."
Mr. Jones declared the time ha3
its rule of conduct. And this anomaabhorrent come when the development of many
and
ly boconiP.Qdious
when we reflect that the particular of the nautral resources of the west
half of citizenship thus excluded is and southwest which have been withf
the incidental
from which held in the past'should occur, in oro
mucus,
wisdom,
courage, der that this section of the land may
springs
become the happy home of thousands
cheer, 'hope and good counsel."
The report sets forth that the of families and the hum of industry
be considered In granting may be heard. Without wishing to
things
equal franchise are whether women criticize past policies, Mr. Jones deas a class will vote when full oppor clared that the policy of the Interior
tunlty Is offered; attempt to com department under the present adminprehend the questions upon which istration would bo to develop the rethey vote; attempt to learn some sources of the semi-ariregion, which
thing of the character and fitness for so long has been practically ne
of the person for whom they vote;
Mr. Jones said the
SENATOR

Entered at the postoffice at East
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmission through the United States
mails aa second class matter.
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IRON IN COOL COMFORT
AN ELECTRIC IRON will save your temper during
the coming hot months. You can iron where coolest
and most convenient by attaching the plug to the nearest Electric Light socket. Using the Electric Iron, it is
not necessary to maintain a hot (ire or to tramp back
and forth to change your irons. One iron does all the
work it heats! quickly and stays hot as long as desired.
Electricity heats the face of the iron only it does not
heat the handle or you.
;
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First sales of July were MCvVi to V,
to 59, and then
off at 58
came an ascent to 60. After some
further gains, a setback took place
because of heavy selling by cash concerns. The close was steady at 59
cent net.
for July, a loss of
Oats developed strength owing to
poor crop prospects In Illinois and
in
othe important states.
July
startsd a shade lower to a like amount
to 39
and rose to 30
up at 39

vy $S.65f?

H

8.80; packers and butchers
lights $S.758.85; pigs

$8.758.80;
$7.508.25.

Cattle, receipts 500. Market steady.
Prime fed steers $8.25(58.85; dressed
beef steers
western,
$7.508.25;
$7.008.25; southern steers $5.90
8.10; cows $4.757.75; heifers $6.80
8.60; stockers and feeders $6.50
7.85; bulls $fi7.25; calves $910.5O.
Sheep, reecipts 4,000. Market steady. Iambs $6. 25 8. 25;
yearlings
$56.50; wethers $4.506; ewes
Provisions advanced with hogs. $4.255.35; stockers and feeders
Earliest transactions were, unchange 1 $3.255.
to 5 cents higher, including SeptemWYOMING EDITORS AT CASPER
ber options at $20.15 for pork; $11.12
for laj-- and $11.50 for ribs. The Casper, Wyo., June 13. The editors
closing quotations were as follows- of the Kemmerer Camera, the Rock
Wheat, July 91; Septmeber 90; Springs Rocket, the Buffalo Voice,
the Medicine Bow Times, th Bates
December 93.
Corn, July 59; September 60; Hole Banner and a large number of
December 58.
other publications that help to
a "live wire," rounded up
Oats, July 39; September 3D;
here today for the annual meeting of
December 39.
the Wyoming Press association. A
Pork, July $20.67; Sept. $20. 1J
Lard, July $11.02; Sept. $11 ".15; large attendance and an excellent
Sept. $'.i.55; program combine to give promise of
Ribs, July $11.77the best meeting in the history of
October $11.20.
the association.
make-Wyomin-

-

KANSAS CITY .LIVE STOCK
s
Kansas City, June 13. Hogs, reof the adult males in
5
to
New
Market
Jersey earn less than $600 a
ceipts 5,500.
steady
cents higher. Bulk $6. 65 8. 80; hea year.'
Two-third-
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MILK BATTLERS TRYiL'Q

CORBElr 3

PERSONALS

IS

FROM

FREE

FRIDAY,

JUNE

"fiUiOAraiTI

TO ATTAIN TO

LOOKS COOD TO

PERFECTION

FITZ

13,

t.

1913.

This Bank wiU be open until 8 P. M. Holiday June 16th for t5c purpose of cashing the checks of the Railway employees. We wi)l be pleased
to receive deposits or transact any other banking business our patrons

George A. Fleming left this aftermay require.
noon for Watrous where he will, be
tqr a few days on business.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Rudolph of Santa
Fe came in last night for a short
visit with relatives in Las Vegas.
11
SAYS
THE
AND
IS
HE
NEWMAN
EXPECT
SHAFFER
ATTORDISTRICT
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Harris of the LETT ERSJfROM
...QPFICEKS...
THE
CHAMOF
THE
BEST
BE
IN
TO
GREAT
CONDITION
Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President
NEY AND NORMAL UNIVERSICleofes Romero, Vice President
John W. Harris, President
mesa came ia this morning for a
PIONSHIP CORPS.
BOUT JUNE 17.
, FOR
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
Ivo W. Lively, Assistant Secretary
TY EXPLAIN, THEMSELVES
short business visit in Las Vegas.
Panama hats cleaned and blocked.
Sigmund Nahm, Cleofes Romero, Chas. Danziger, Daniel Cassldy, p. L.,Batcnelor, Clement Fadiiia, Jofio
New York, June 13. Bob Fitzsim-monWhen Shylock asked the pound of
are
The following letters
A. Baca, Cecilio Rosenwald, John W. Harris, Geo. E. Morrison, Elmer E. Veeder, Jose Felix EsquibeL
Parisian Clearners,. Phone Main 35.
meat
heavyweight
J.
J. E. Brown, Bernhardt AppeL George H. Hunker.
Adv.
'" '
They looked on him with features fighter, says Gunboat Smith 'looks
Ward
acW.
G.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Spiess,
like the best of the heavyweights
grim,
pistrir'AUorney,.;
9
companied by their daughter, Miss
And jumped on him vith heavy feet just now.
He's built for fighting
Las iVe'gas.'TVt."1
Jeanette, returned home this afterhe
one thing a man must As for his gameness, .1 haven't seen
has
and
And
him.
the
otherwise
maltreated
V" ...
'.. ; J
June 9, 1913.
noon.
yhave to get a championship and hold mm in any long fights, but 1 think
O. G. Bbguscb. and E. J. Wauer Mr. F.1g. Corbe!tf
&,
A fighter's manager today
it, That's the punch. It's possible he's a game man. He is deliberate
Las Vegas, N. M,
cf Lamar, Col., came in last night
for a boxer to win a championship and aggressive, and, he goes after tne
Will raise a holler for a pound;
:
lor a few days' business visit in Las Dear Slrf ; ;
without having a punch, but it isn't handiest ones he can get. Anyway,
From Oregon to Baffin's Bay
MOST
YOUH
The state of New Mexico, a few
"Vegas.
We, ,hear his hectic voice resouni. probable to hold it.
no man sticks long at fighting unless
IT
a
analywell
chemical
known
a
Fredrick Whitney,
weeks ago, secy red
"I've seen Gunboat fight twice," he is game. Quitters give it up.
.live stock .deajer. of Cimarron, came sis of samples of, milk and cream from Were Shylock on the job today
says FItz. "The first time was
Knows Little About Boxing.
in last night for a short visit in Las all the Laa Vegas dairies. This inHe' would not get the frigid eye,
against a fellow named Stewart
"I say now that Smith doesn't
''i'lij1''
Vegas.
formation was furnished to the grand For men would smile on him and They told me Stewart was clever. He know much about boxing. He can
John Brunton, Jr., came in this at JU1J. The grand jury .requested me
show
to
a
Smith
didn't
chance
it.
get
say:
finish a man if he gets him going
ternoon from his home at Shoemaker t(J vritQ to all of the dairymen fur-fo- r
that Shylock did a fairly good job on him and with a wild punch, but he doesn't
"Some manager
"o
mtMmlm
Phonm Mmtndl
a few days' business visit in LasnlBlljng them" with the results of the
stopped him with a crack on the know how to settle down and make
guy!
and
-- Denver Post.
milk
of
the
the
at
the
of
of
base
back
their
neck
samples
of
Vegas.
'analysis
the other man give him an opening
Miss Ruth Brown left last night cream. Your dairy is 10 ue cuusi
skull. Still I've seen lots of sailors for a knockout punch. A first class
for Newton, Kans., where she will lated upon the excellent showing; Kid Shaffer worked out yesterday who cou'id have fought about as well. fighter must know how to use an
visit her brother for the coming few made. The percentage of butter rat afternoon' with his trainer and show- He didn't use much science. He let opening so that one punch is enough.
weeks.
ed good form. He has developed good a lot of wild swings go and there That's a knack the fighter today
in the cream is 34.2, in the milk
Jefferson Reynolds. President.
F. M. Hughe, a well known busi- No trace of preservative or any pois speed and with his hard punch hopes was as much luck about it as anydonlft know anything about. They
B. B. RaynoldB, Vice President.
Hallett Raynoids, Cashier.
ness man o Solano, came In 'last onous matter was' found in either milk to be the better man at the fight thing else.
slug and maul, or they dance and
S. B Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Saw Him Knock Out Wells.
night for a ' short business visit in or cream, the" percentage of acidity with Newman next Tuesday evening.
tap. There are just tnree men in
I saw
Gunboat was America or in the world
"Next
time
Las Vegas.
usual
last
as
out
worked
Newman
dairy
from
milk
who
of
your
of the sample
today
Judge E. V. Long returned last after standing in "a chemical labora- night, with the assistance of a classy when he knocked out Wells. From know the forgotten style of fighting
he
where
Washington,,who the way he handled' himself in that and can teach it. One is George
night from
for 28 hours was 4 cubic centi- boxer, Al Burns, a middleweight
will remain one I thought he had improved 100
has been on business for the past tory
Dawson, instructor of the Chicago A.
meters. The acidity gives a measure dropped in yesterday and
three months.
and the in Vegas until after the bout. Al per cent. He took a jab In the first A. Another is. Steve O'Donnell, incleanness
relative
the
of
iRldhard 'Dunn left this morning
and is a clever boxer. He round until he had a good Idea of structor at Harvard, and the third
excellent showing from your dairy Is is colored
for his home at Gascon after having
FIRST-NATIONA- L
a good workout 'last what Wells could deliver, and then is myself. Any one of us could take
Newman
conclusive proof that your bottles gave
as In the second he went in with a rush. Smith and inside of a month teach
Burns
been a business visitor in Las Vegas
used
has
Newman
night.
that
and
and utensils are sterilized
for the past few days.
a trainer several times and has al- What I liked about his action was him enough so that he could beat
all conditions of the dairy are cleancame
Col.,
of
Lamar,
J. P. Pryette
shown class after the colored that he seemed to think a kittle. He a'tl the other heavywe'ghts as they
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
state will doubtless from ways
bluffed Wells with a wild right and are
in last evening for a short business ly. The
man
his work.
finished
four
or
of
three
inside
the
of
today
make analysis
visit in Las Vegas. Mr. Pryette ls a time to time
When Newman was training for nailed him In the pit of the stomach rounds." .
various samples of milk since the use his
ol Lamar. one
could'
recover.
That's
were
he
fans
before
weil known reiid'-n- t
fight with Boyd the
of the of preservatives is contrary to the of the
Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000
F. W. Brooks, president
opinion that he was fast and of my old ones. At Carson I grazed
state.
Cimof
of
the
laws
knocka
company
and
ear
Mercantile
with
more
than
Corbett's
are
Brooks
right
clever, but now they
Yours truly,
arron, came in last night for a few
ever ready to praise him, as he is ed my thumb out of joint, turning it 1'INTOSD SAYS THAT
WARD.
3
CHARLES W. G.
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Acdays' business visit In Las Vega
showing twice the speed and class back against my wrist. Then I
him
- that
him
and
historic
bluffed
dodging
beforeshowed
he
kept
Hugh H. Williams, a member of
that
IS BEST
SMI L
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
New' M.exicG Normal University
the state corporation commission,
engagement. It is expected that the the right until I opened him up for
"
Las Vegas
ame in last night from Santa Fe
Interest In the bout will be intense the solar plexus punch with the left.
Frank' H. H. Roberts,
Could Learn Much In Short Time.
as the fans from Albuquerque are
for a short business visit in Las
IS PUT
AUSTRALIA PROMOTER
P&IJ est Tlmo Deposits
President. '
"Smith has improved so much that
"Vegas.
OUT OF BUSINESS BY EXtaking ail the Newman money that
'
re1913.
June 13,,
I believe even three weeks or so of
Mr. and Mrs. Harper Harmon
is obtainable, it is said.
TRAVAGANT BOXERS.
'
'
There has been a slight disagree- good instruction would make a boxe"
turned last night from their honey- Mr. F. E. Corbett,
ment regarding weight between the of him, and then he'd be a danger
Las Vegas, N. M.
moon trip over Colorado, on which
The real reason why Sam Langford man can make a lot of money in ray
At Washington Washington,
5;
for the put twr, My Dear" Sir:
two boys, but this matter probably ous man. I believe I cou'id teach him is held in Australia, a virtual pristhsy have be-and had Johnson boxed Lang- Chicago, 4.
country
he
so
that
Mexico
weeks
Ticket
three
New
in
the
of
will
be
up
today.
enough
weeks.
The chemist
straightened
oner, is given in an interview with ford in Australia he could have easily
At Boston Boston, S; St, Louis, 2.
from
Albuquerque, could knock out the biggest of them Hugh Mcintosh by T. P. Magilligan,
Have your clothes cleaned at the Normal University, Professor John C. reservations
his end."
for
carried
$50,000
At New York New YorK, 2; Dethat's
and
183
been
have
hun
He
523
one
pounds
Sixth
other
over
Raton and
weighs
places
Parisian Dry Cleaners.
the star sport writer of the San
Baker, has examined
Can't Get Settled.
1.
Carson
At
Las
to
the
troit,
not
will
cream
anybody.
and
and
for
milk
fight
asked
enough
has
only
iMcIntosh
of
Adv.
your
Bulletin.
street.
Francisco
dred samples
Ihe stSi'il
admitted
Jthat
Mftslntjqsh.
and
Western League
154
I
but
stripped,
pounds,
"bugs"
weighed
David
sold out his ring interests to Snowy
Morants, accompanied by
these samples were taken at various Vegas fans view this bout
has Langford and Joe Woodman tied
A
Moines
At
Des
world's
won
St, Joseph, 4; Des
the
state.
championship.
over
home
the
his
on
for
all
two
from
of
is.
An San Francisco
years.
his sister, left last night
Baker and
times, covering a period
up in a lawsuit in Australia, and this, Moines, 10.
man with Smith's build, light legs theatrical business.
v
in St. Louis after having been a vis- Including the ownership of the Ideal
he says, is one of the reasons that
At Topeka Wichita, 4; Topefca, 2.
a
and the weight where he needs it for
"The black men Largford,
itor in Las Vegas for the past two Sanitary Dairy and yourself. ProfesLangfordhas not returned to AmerAt Omaha Lincoln, 7; Omaha, 15.
fighting, and good hands and knowweeks.' .
and Johnson drove me out of ica. At
sor Baker has reported"to me that he ARTICLES SIGNED
Mcintosh" declares that
that,
about
boxing,
real
McWilliams
W.
something
ing
and
E. L. Rasba-.-rbusiness. You see, these blacks have
has never found a trace 'of formalde
in the
doesn't need to fear the biggest man absolutely no sense of business, and he would not keep Langford
arrived in Las Vegas yesterday even- dye in any one of these samples.
FIGHT
BIG
FOR
moment if he could get
a
Antipodes
STAKOINQ CF CLUS
walks.
nerc
that
'
visitors
ing and will he
they have an idea that money in a settlement out of him.
I am
,
about
smita
"Another
good
thing
'.'3
In
few
Amerwater
They
days.
for the comtiig
Australia flows like
Very truly yours,
The former Australian boxing proNational League
Is his high shoulders. A fighter's'
from the northern part of Texas.
I
ica," said Mcintosh to Magilligan.
LANDS THE
FRANK H. H. ROBERTS,
ALBUQUERQUE
Joe Woodman is
moter
that
Won Lost Pet.
Club
alleges
the
from
top
measured
came
isn't
Scovi'ile
E.
height
F.
Mr. and Mrs.
-DIXON
Play Queer System.
BOUT FOR THE
President.
he
natural
most
(Adv.)
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Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot

reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused hy an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a run
ning sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, deafness Is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube
ii
restored to lta normal condition, hear
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an Inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by RATES POR CLASSIFIED
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Flvt cents par 'Tine eacn insertion.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti Estimate six ordinary word to a Una.
pation.
No ad to occupy less apace than two
line. Ai! advartla m'ntt charged
TAX PAYMENTS .
will be booked at apace actua'ly set,
Notice is hereby given that any without regard to number of words
taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will Cash In advance
preferred.
become delinquent on June 1, 1913,
and after July 1, 1913 will be subject
to a penalty of five per centum.
Further notice is hereby given, that
after July 1, 1913, notice will he duly
published of the public sale of all
m
I K WMf Ma
property upon which taxes of A. D.
1912 remain unpaid at the date Bet
for such sale, and such property up
on which taxes of 1912 are then delinOPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN
quent, will bvs sold as required by the
1913.
session Laws of
Dated at Las Vesas, N. M., May 14,

e
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think
the deep significance of the
Did you ever stop to

above

oft-repeat- ed

EUGENIO ROMERO,

Collector, San WANTED Second hand wood cook
stove for Y. M. C. A. camp. Phone
Phil H. LeNoir, Y. M. C. A.

Miguel County, N. M.
NOTICE.
The La Jara Hunting
c'iub has leased the La

It is estimated

that more

than 95 per cent of the population of the United States
that can read are newspaper
readers.

the arrival of some choice
merchandise, some change in
style, a new idea in apparel,
jl ixitjf wtit ji iiuuui wv auvi
esting and constantly changing bits of information which
crowd the pages of the reliable
daily papers like

HER. MAN

429 GRAND AVE.

FOR SALE 50 Choice R. C. Rhode
Island Red hens. Phone Main 454.

UiCAl'TiSE.CARD

FOR SALE Improved irrigated farm
of 40 acres, 20 acres in oats, 20
acres in a'tfalfa with abundance of
water. Linden Duthie, Box 5,
Onava, N. M.
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by GER-

rooms of Temple Montefiore ai I
o'clock p. ra. Visiting brothers ar
Isaac
invited
cordially,
Appal
President: Charlea Oreenclay. Be

(Reg-fcJkal-

C;

retary
0.

LAS VEGA8
AL ARCH

O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO

Meets every Monday ever!n? ai
their hall on Sixth street. All vlstl
ing brethren cordially invited, to a
N.
O.: Gui
F. D. Fries,
tend.
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer
C. V. Hedsicock, cemetery trustea.

CHAPTER NO. , ROY
MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday In

1.

each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F O.
Blood, Secretary.

PANSFORD CHASTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
8. Meets first and third Fridays
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
Love at Woodmen of the World
Mra J. O. Rutledze', Worthy Mahall, on the second and fourth
tron; Mrs. Ames Tripp, Secretary.
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
Telephone Main 329.
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local D9P
FRATERNAL
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
uty. . ViBlting memhers are espe102 Mees every Monday night at
cially welcome and cordially .invitO. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue,at
ed.
,
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
J. C. Werta,
cordially welcome.
A.TTOK N K Y
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
HUNKEK

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON -- IT 'S
sx
"X GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
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PLATE
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FOR SALE

i

GREY (STER- LING) FINISH
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HUNKER &
Geoifso H. Hunker Chester A. h u
Attorneys-at-La-

Las

aiei

New

Vegas.

DENTIST!?
DR.

E.

HAMMOND,

L.

OENTiB

Crockett Building.

DR.

F.

i..

Mala
Mala

Office Telephone- House Telephone

1

B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Denial work of any descrlptlo
moderate prices.
Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main
East Las Vegas, N. M.

!

Professional Health Culture for Ladlat
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

iSaalaiabkdilii
'
:

Model

motorcycles
and motor boats at bargain prices,
all makes, brand new machines, on
easy payment plan. Get our proposition before buying or you will regret It, also bargains in used motorcycles. Write us today. Enclose
stamp for reply. Address Lock Box
11, Trenton, Mich.

RENT Front bedroom.
Richley. 508 Main Avenue.

FOR

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

Phone Main 227

FOR
j

511

RENT Modern
Ninth street.

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 Ibs, Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

Red

health
White

100
100
100
100
100

Iba.
Iba.
lbs-

lbs.
lbs.

OFFICE

701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

furnished flat,

Cross

ANT Ads
Are Best
Stm

Market Finders

ail

Classified add. aearch out the people to whom among aL
those who MIGHT B1TY the particular thing it worth moat
That property rou want to sell la WORTH MOST to iomeo
cewspaper and would never hear
your property unless it were ad"ertlsed her.
who reads the ads. in thi

Drug

The major league f:lubs have stavj
gather the 1913 crop of minor
league wonders. Detroit was fine of
the first of the big league clubs to
fift on the job, Having signed Pitcher
Grimes and First Baseman Burns, of
the Ottumwa (la.) team.
;d to

per
per
per
per
per

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aa
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.

A substitute medicine is never for
the benefit of the buyer. Never be
persuaded to buy anything but Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound for coughs
and colds, for children or for grown
persons. It is prompt and effective,
ft conies in a yellow package, with
beehive on carton. It contains no
opiates. Take no substitute for Fo
O
ley's Honey and Tar Compound.
and

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c;

AGUA PURA COMPANY

RENT Nicely furnished room,
modern hoflse, furnace heat. No
health seekers. 1045 Fifth street.

Store.

Lincoln Ave

3ia

RENT Three sunny rooms
suitable for light housekeeping. Inquire 623 Twelfth street
FOR RENT No'
seekers need apply. Call
Kitchen.

1200

Miss

FOR

ROOMS

.GRYSTAL IGE

From Distilled Water Free, from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 ibs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per 10C lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

For Rent

O. SchaeCer

BEAUTIFUL

FRENCH--

KNIGHTS OF PY
TH I AS Meets at
ery Monday even
Ing in Castle Hall
Knigflti
Visiting

FOR

MAN PROCESS

There is, indeed, much
vvorjth while thtxt one
may "see by the papers"
if he will but study the ad,
vertising podges.1

E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. Mi
O. of B. B. Aieete every firs l
NO. 2, TueBday of the month In the
vestrj
J

LAS VEGASi, COMMANDERY,
KNIGHTS T E M PLAR
conclave er. d Tuea-iain each month at Mar
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. O. H.
Kink el, B.
Chaa. Tamme.

FOR RENT Two adobe houses, one
and one
also furnished tent house. Mrs. P. C. Nis-soNorth Fourth street.
,

Fl OUR

,

Wm. P. Mills,

Petten, Secretary.

I.

FOR SALE At public auction
front of City Hall Saturday at 10
o'clock, one bay horse branded on
left hip G. A. G. Ben Coles.

This elegant Rogers'

7 EMPRESS

'

.an

,

General Massage, Hair and Scaij
Manicure
are cordially lnvlt 'Treatment, Facial Massag6,
Hotel.
Plaza
fed.
Chas Llebaca
to 3:30 p.' m
Chancelloi Office hours 1:30 p. m.
aer,
Commander. Harry
ry Martin, Keeper of Records and
Subscribe for The Optic.
In Seal.

For YOU!
--
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IL S

v

brothers cordially invited. Howard
J. Thornhill,
T. Davis, Dictator;
Secretary

For Sstie

Not so vtry long ago "I
see by the papers" referred
merely to some news happen-

ing, but today the expression
is just as likely to indicate
store news, advertising news,

--

vited.
W. M.,

ei

Meets Beioud
O. O. MOOSE
fourth
eaai
evening
rhiiisda)
o W Hall viaioa.
montb at

L.

munication .first and
third Thursday In
. .
i
ohuui. mouui.
mailing
brothers cordially in-

WANTED Reliable girl of good mo
and Fishing
rals for housework. No other need
Jara and Tip
1054 Seventh street.
apply.
lakes, which are the two northernmost of th group of Kroenig's lakes WANTED
rarm hands.
Two good
of the Ten Lakes Land rompany. No
B
P. O. ELKS Meets second and
S. B. Rohrer, 1004 Eighth St.
Apply
person will be allowed wO hunt or
fourth TueBday evening of eact
fish upon this property except memmonth Elks home on Ninth stre?;
bers of tho club, and all persons goand Douglas avenue. Visiting broth-ersaring there must be prepared to show
cordially invited. Gov. Wm.
a membership card In this organiza- FOR SALE Household
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Congoons and
tion. Otherwise they will be arrestdon. Secretary.
laying hens; also chicks two mcnths
ed for trespassing.
old. 723 Main avenue
THE LA JARA HUNTING
COUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
AND FISHING CLUB.
804.
NO.
Meets
CIL
and
second
FOR SALE At a bargain A fine
fourth Thursday In O. R. O. Hall,
new upright piano. E. E. Wentworth
Pioneer building.
Visiting memLayton, 918 "Eighth street.
bers are cordially invited'. Richard
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
Devlne, O. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12;
AMD
cash with order. Mrs. M. E. Stev
SIGN PAINTING
NO.
I
LODGE
DORADO
EL
ens, Humbo'idt, Kan.

N. O.
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SYNOPSIS.
i

PART ONE.
CHAPTER
story opens with
Jesse Smith relating the story of his
in
life
Labrador and or
his
early
birth,
the death of his father.
CHAPTER II Jesse becomes a sailor.
His mother marries the master of the
ehlp and both are lost in the wreck of
the vessel.
The

In

Teas.

m

'

.,k,h

T

CHAPTER IV He marries Polly, a
singer of questionable morals, who later
Is reported to have committed suicide.
CHAPTER V Jesse becomes a ranchei
aid moves to British Columbia.

(Continued from Yesterday)
PART

TWO.

CHAPTER

I.

Two Ships at Anchor.
Kate's Narrative.
My horse' was hungry, and wantei
to get back .to the ranch. I was hun
gry too, but dared not go. I had lefl
my husband lying drunk on the kit
chen floor, and when he woke up it
would be worse than that.
For miles I had followed the edge
of the bench lands, searching for the
place, for the right place, some poinl
where the rocks went sheer, twelve
hundred feet Into the river. There
must be nothing to break the fall, nc
risk of being alive, of being taken
back there, of seeing him again. But
the edge was never sheer, and per
haps, after all, the place by the Soda
Spring was best. There the trail fron1
the ranch goes at a eharp turn, ovei
the edge of the cliffs and down to the
ferry. Beyond there are three great
pines on a headland, and the cliff la
sheer for at least five hundred feet
iThat should be far enough.
I let my horse have a drink at the
.spring, then we went slowly on ovei
the soundless carpet of pine needles.
'I would leave my horse at the pines.
Somebody was there. Four ladeD
s
stood in the shade of the,
trees, switching their tails to drive
away the flies. A fifth, a buckskin
mare, unloaded, with a bandaged leg,
stood In the sunlight Behind the
nearest tree a man was speaking. 1
reined my horse. "Now you, Jones,"
he was saying to the injured beast,
"you take yo'self too Berlous. You
ain't goin' to Heaven? No! Then
why pack yo' bag? Why fuss?"s
I had some silly Idea that the man,
if he discovered me, would know what
business brought me to this headland.
I held my breath.
His slow, delicious, Texan drawl
made me smile, I did not want to
smile. The mare, a very picture of
misery, lifted her bandaged, frightfully
swollen leg, and hobbled into the
shade. I did not want to laugh, but
why was she called Jones? She
looked just like a Jones.
i
"The inqulrin' mind," said the man
behind the tree, "has gawn surely
astray from business, or you'd have
know'd that rattlers smells of snake.
Then I asks why paw?"
The mare, with her legs all
astraddle, snorted in his face.
"Sugar is it? Why didn't you say
so befo'?"
Jones turned her good eye on tBe
man as though she had just discovered
his existence, hobbled briskly after
him while he dug In his kitchen boxes,
made first grab at the sugar bag, and
got her face slapped. The man, always
with his eye upon the mare, returned
to his place, and sat on his heel as before. "Three lumps," he said, holding them one by one to be snatched.
"You'rer acting sort of convalescent,
Jones. No more sugar. And don't
be a hawg!"
The mare was kissing his face.
"Back of all! Back water! Thar
now, thank the lady behind me!"
And I had Imagined' my presence
etill unknown.
"How on earth," I gasped, "did you
know I was here?"
The man's eyes were still intent
upon the wounded mare. "Wall, Mrs.
Trevor," he drawled.
"You know my name? Your back
has been turned the whole time!
You've never seen me ii your life
at least I've never seen you!"
"That's so," he answered thoughtfully. "I don't need tellin' the soumi
of that colt yo' husband bought from
me. As to the squeak of a lady's pigskin saddle, thar ain't no other lady
rider short of a hundred and eighty-thre- e
and a half miles."
What manner of man could this te?
My colt was drawing toward him all
the time as though a magnet pulled.
He stood facing me, the bag still in
hie hand, and my colt asking pointedly for sugar. Very tall, gaunt, deeply
years of
tanned, perhaps twenty-fivage, he seemed to me immeasurably
old, so deeply lined was his face. And
yet it was the face of one at peace. I
had been away since daybreak, and
now the sun was entering the west.
As to my purpose, that I fait could
wait.
So I sat under the pines, pretending
to nv.rse Jones while the shadows
:atbened over th tawny, grass, and
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orange needles flecked fields or roes,
out to the edge of the headland.
The man unsaddled my horse, unloaded his ponies, fetched water from
lne BDnnS nf nntrai ApOIIinariS, hut
when, coming back, he found me light
ing a fire, he begged me to deelst, to
rest while he made dinner. And I
was' EaA to rest thinklne flbnut the
peace beyond nhe edge of the head- iand Yet it was interesting to see
how a man keeps house in the wilderness, and how different are bis ways
from those of a woman. No housewife
could have been more daintily clean,
or shown a swifter skill, or half the
silent ease with which this woodsman
made the table-war- e
for one, enough
to serve two people. But a woman
would not clean a frying-paby burning it and throwing on cold water. He
sprinkled hour on t. ground sheet,
and made dough without wetting the
canvas. Would I like bread, or slapjacks, or a pie? He made a loaf of
bread, in a. frying pan set on edge
among glowing coals, and, wondering
how a pie could possibly happen without the assistance of an oven, I forgot
all about that cliff.
The thing I had intended was a
I
crime, and conscience-stricken- ,
dreaded lest he should speak. I could
not bear that. Already his camp was
cleaned and in order, his pipe filled
and alight, .at any moment he might
break the restful silence. That's why
I spoke, and at random, asking if he
were not front the United States.
His eyes said plainly, "So that's the
game, eh?" His broad smile said,
"Well, we'll play." He sat down,
"Yes," he answered, "I'm
n

cross-legge-
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ttie story west d imrui nearing.
s
"Wall, Mr. Trevor took out a
agin meefor'chasing him off my
ranch.. He got fined for having no gun
license, and no dawg license, and not
and Cap Taylor
paying his poll-tabound him over to keep the peace. I
ain't popular now with Mr. Trevor,
whereas ho got off cheap. Now, if
them b'ars could shoot "
I hadn't thought of that "Can they
be tamed?" I asked.
"Men can be gentled, and they needs
taming most. Thar was three grizzlies
sort of adopted a party by the name
of Capen Adams, and camped and
traveled with him most familiar. Once
them four vagrants promenaded on
Market Street In 'Frisco, Not that I
holds with this Adams in misleading
his b'ars among
bo strong
and distrackful to their peace of mind.
But still I reckon Capen Adams and
me sort of takes after each other. I'm
only attractive to animals."
"Oh, surely!" I laughed.
But Jesse became quite dismal. "I'm
not reckoned," he bemoaned himself.
among the popular attractions. The
neighbors shies at coming near my
ranch."
'Well, if you protect grizzlies and
hunt sportsmen, surely It's not

OX

man-sme-

"Can't please all parties, eh? Wall,
perhaps that's how the herd is graz
ing. Yes. Come to think of it, I re
member oncet a Smithsonian grave
robber comes to inspeck South Cave.
He said I'd got a bone yard of ancient
people, and he'd rob graves to find
out all about them olden times. He
wanted to catch the atmosphere of
them days, so I sort of helped. Robbing graves ain't exactly a holy voca
tion, the party had a mean eye, a German name, and a sort of patronizing
manner, but still I helped around to
get him atmosphere, me and Eph."
"Who's Eph?"
what sci
"Oh, he's just a silver-tip- ,
entific parties calls ursus horribllis
ord. You just cast your eye whar the
trickle stream falls below my cabin.
D'ye see them Barvis berry bushes
down below the spray?"
"Where the bushes are waving? Oh,
look, there's a gigantic grizzly standing up, and pulling the branches,!"
"Yes,

that's

Eph.

"Well, as I was tellin' you, Eph and
me is helping this scientific person to
get the atmosphere of them ancient
times."
'But the poor man would die of
fright!"
'Too busy running. When he reached
Vancouver, he was surely a cripple
though, and no' more use to science.
Shall I call Eph?"
said I, hurriedly
"I think not
rising, "for indeed I should be getting
home at once."
Without ever touching the wound,
he had given me the courage to live,
had made my behavior of the morning
seem that of a silly schoolgirl; but
still I did not feel quite up to a social
Introduction. I said I was sure that
Eph and I would have no interests in
common.
"So you'll go home and face the music?" said Jesse's wise old eyes.
"My husband," said I, "will be getting quite anxious about me."
Without a word he brought my
horse and saddled him.
And I, with a sinking heart, con-

f
"Sugar, Is It? Why Didn't Ye Say
So Before?"

an American citizen, except," he added
BOftly, "on election days, and then,
he cocked up one shrewd eye, "I'm
Canadian? No, I
sort of Britii.h.
coming from
that
claim
either,
cayn't
the Labrador, for that's Newf'nland. a
day's march cearer home.
"Say, Mrs. Trevor, you don't know
my name yt. It's Smith, and with
my friends I'm mostly Jesse."
"If you please, may I be one of your
friends?"
"If I behave good, you may. No
harm in n.y trying."
The mo.nent Jesse Smith had given
me his name, I knew him well by reputation. Comments by Surly Brown,
the ferryman, and my husband's bitter
hatred bad outlined a dangerous character. Nobody else lived within a
day's journey.
"That's my home," said Jesse. "D'ye
see a dim trail jags down that upper
cliff? That's whar I drifted my ponies
down when I came from the States.
I didn't know of the wagon road from
Hundred Mile House to the ferrf,
which runs by the north end of my
ranch."
"And the tremendous grandeur of
the place?"
"Hum. I don't claim to have been
knocked all in a heap with the scenery. No. What took holt of me good
and hard was the company a silver
top b'ar and hie missus, both thousand pounders, with their three young
ladies, now mar'ied and settled beyond
There's two couples of
the sky-linprime eagles still camps along thar
by South Cave. The timber wolf I
trimmed out because he wasted around
like a remittance man. Thar was a
stallion and his harem, this yere fool
Jones bem one of his young mares.
Besides that, there was heaps of HI'
friendly folks in fur, hair, and feathers. Yes, I have been right to home
since I located."
"But grizzly bears ? How frightful ! "
"Yes. They was frightened at first
The coarse treatment they gets from
hunters, makes them sort of bashful
with any stranger."
"But the greatest hunters are afraid
of them."
"The biggest criminals has got most
scare at police. B'ars has no use for
sportsmen, nor me neither. "My rifle's
heaps fiercer than any b'ar, and I've
chased more sportsmen than I has
grizzlies."
"Wasn't Mr. Trevor one of them?"
Jeene grinned.
"Tell met," I said, for thetherslJa

trasted the loneliness and the horror
which was called my "home" with all
the glamour of this man's happy solitude.
He held the stirrup for me to mount,
offered his hand.
"Do you never get hungry," I asked,
"for what's beyond the horizon?"
He sighed with sheer relief, then
turned, his eyes seeing infinite dis
tances. "Why, yes! That country
s
beyond the
always calling.
Thar's something I want away off, and
I don't know what I want."
"That land beyond the
called romance."
He clenched his teeth. "What does
a ship want when she strains at anchor? What she wants is drift. And
I'm at anchor because I've sworn off
drift."
At that we parted, and I went 'slow
ly homeward, up to my anchor. Dear
Cod! If I might drift!
sky-line'-

sky-line- 's

CHAPTER

II.

The Trevor Accident.
N. B. Mr. Smith, while living nlona,
had a habit of writing long letters to

his mother. After his mother's death
the habit continued, hut as the letters could not be sent by mail, and
to post them in the stove seemed to
suggest unpleasant ideas, thay were
stowed in his saddle wallets.
Dorr Mother in Heaven:
There's been good money in this
here packing contract, and the wad in
has been growing till
my
Doctor McGee suspecks a tumor, rie
thinks I'll let him operate, and sure
enough that would reduce the
belt-pouc- h

Once a week I take my little pack
claim for a
outfit up to the Sky-lin- e
loud of peacock copper. It runs three
hundred dollars to the ton in horn
silver, and looks more like jewels than
mineral. Iron Dale's cook, Mrs. Tub- bin, runs to more species of pies and
cake than even Hundred Mile house,
and after dinner I get a rim-fircigar
which pops like a crs.elcer. while I a"Vt
in front of the sce.'.ery and taste the
breath of the snow mountain?. Then
I load the ponies, collects Mick out
of the cook house, which he's partial
to for bones, Iron filings me the
and I hits the trail I aim to
make good bush grass in the yellow
pines by dusk, and the second day
brings me down to r4rown's Ferry,
three miles short of my home. From
the ferry there's a good road In winter to Hundred Mile House, so I tote
the cargoes over there by sleigh.
There my contract ends, because Tearful George takes on with Met .tit"?
e

mail-pouc-

team aown to me raiiroaa.
rz""
that contract, too, only Tearful is a
sort of a person, which can
feed for a dollar a week, whereas
when I get down to the railroad I'm
more expensive.
Your affectionate son,
JESSE.

-

coming.
P. S. Yes, it'B a good life, and I
don't envy no man, Still it made me
sort of thoughtful last time as I swung
along with that Jones mare snuggling
at my wrist, little Mick snapping rear
heels astern, and the sun juBt scorching down among the pines. Women is
Infrequent, and spite of all my expeRain-stor-

riences with the late Mrs. Smith
most fortunate deceased, life ain't all
complete without a mate. It ain't no
harm to any woman, mother, if I JuBt
varies off my trail to survey the surrounding stock.
Mrs. Jubbln passes herself off for
a widow, and all the boys at the mine
take notice that she can cook. Apart
from that, she's homely as a barb-wir- e
fence, and Bubbly Jock, her husband,
ain't deceased to any great extent, being due to finish his sentence along in
October, and handy besides with a

tiful.

'?

Then of the three young ladies at
Eighty Mile, Sally is a sound proposition, but numerously engaged to the
stage drivers and teamsters along the
,
Cariboo Road. Miss Wilth. tho
widow
with
mother
a
keeps
tongue and teeth, so them as smells
the bait is ware of the trap. That's
The
why Miss Wilth stays single.
other girl 1b a
young person. Not that I'm the sort to shy at
a woman for squinting, the same being
quite persistent with sound morals,
but I hold that a person who
scratches herself at meals ain't never
quite the lady. She should do it
se)iool-ma'am-

There's the Widow O'Flynn on the
trail to Hundred Mile, she's harsh,
with a wooden limb. Besides she
wants to talk old times In Abilene. I
don't.
While I've mostly kep' away from
the married ladies, and said "deliver
us from temptation" regular every
night, there was no harm as I came
along down, in being sorry for Mrs.
Trevor. Women are reckoned mighty
cute at reading men, but I've noticed
when I've struck the complete polecat,
that he's usually married.- - So long as
a woman keeps her head she's wiser
than a man, but when she gets rattled
she's a sure fool. She'll keep her
head with the common run of men.
but when she strikes the
stinker, like a horse runs into a fire,
she ups and marries him. Anyway,
Mrs. Trevor had got there.
Said to be Tuesday.
Trip before last was the first time
I seen this lady. Happens Jones reckoned she'd been appointed inspector
of snakes, so I'd had to lay off at the
spring, and Mrs. Trevor comes along
to get shut of her trouble. She's hun
gry; she ain't had anything but her
prize hawg to speak to for weeks, and
she's as curious as Mother Eve. any
d

way.

Surely my meat's transparent by
the way her voice struck through
among my bones. If angels speak
like her I'd die to hear. She told me
nothin', riot one word about the
trouble that's killing her, but her
voice made me want to cry, If you'd
spoke like that when I was your pup1
py, you'd a had no need of that old
slipper, mother.
'Cause I couldn t tear him away
from the beef bones, I'd left Mick up
or I'd ast that lady
at the Sky-linto accept my dog. You see, he'd bite
wharas I has to diet
Trevor
myself, and my menu is sort of com
Still by the time she stayed
plete.
in camp, my talk may have done some
She
comfort to that poor woman.
didn't Know then thai her trouble fas
only goin to last another week.
You'd have laughed if you'd seen
Jones after she drank her fill of water
out of the bubbly spring, crowded
t,

with soda bubbles. She just goes hie,
tittup, hie, down the trail, changing
steps as the hiccups jolted her poor
old ribs. The mare looked so blamed
funny that at first I didn't notice the
tracks along the road.
To judge by the hind shoes, Mrs.
Trevor's mean colt had gone down
toward the river not more'n ten minutes ago, on the dead run, then back
up the road at a racking
trot.
Something must have gone
wrong, and sure enough as I neared
a point of rocks which hid the trail
ahead, Jones suddenly shied hard in
the midst of a hiccup. There was the
Widow Bear's track right across the
road, and Mick had to yell blue blazes
to get the other ponies past the
smell. Ahead of me the tracks of the
Trevor colt were dancing the width
of the road, bucking good and hard at
the stjnk of bear. Then I rounded
'
the point of rocks.
There lay Mrs. Trevor in a heap.
Since Jones would have shied over
the tree-top- s
at a corpse or a whiff of
blood, I knew she'd only fainted, but
felt at her breast to make sure, 1
tell you it felt like an outrage to lay
my paw on a sleeping lady, and still
worse I'd only my dirty old hat to
carry water from a seepage in the
cliff. My heart thumped when I knelt
to sprinkle the water, and when that

There Lay Mrs. Trevor All

In

a Heap,

my job. Between whiles she would
tell me to hurry, knowing that the return of that damned colt would show
Trevor which way she'd run. I had
no weapon, so if Trevor happened
along with the .45 revolver it wouldn't
be healthy.
'
I couldn't leave the loads of ore on
my ponies, and if I got Mrs. Trevor
mounted with her foot hanging down,
she'd lose time swooning. So I un
loaded all the ponies except Jones and
Swift, who has a big heart for travel.
Next I filled one of the rawhide pan-

niers with brush, and lashed it across
Jones' neck, for a back rest. A wad
of pine brush made a seat between
Jones' panniers where I mostly carry
my grub. Hoisting Mrs, Trevor on
to the mare's back was a pretty mean ,
job, but worst of all I had to lash her
down. For chafing gear to keep the
ropes from scorching, I had to use
my coat, shirt, and undershirt, so that
when I mounted Swift to lead off, I'd
only boots and overalls, and Mrs. Trevor could see I was blushing down to
my belt. Shocked? Nothing! Great
ladies doesn't shock like common
people. No, in spite of the
she
and the
laughed, and" it done me good. She
said I looked like Mr. Polio Belvi-deara dago she'd met up with in
Italy. Dagos are swine, but the way
she spoke made me proud.
Washing day after supper.
We weren't more than half-wadown to the river when we heard Tres
vor surging and yelling astern,
up on the bench. At that I
broke to a trot, telling the lady to let
out a howl the moment it hurt beyond
bearing. I wonder what amount of
pain is beyond the bearing of real
That lady would
thoroughbreds?
burn before she'd even whimper.
Nearing the ferry my innards went
sick, for the punt was on the far
bank, the man was out of sight, and
even Jones wouldn't propose to swim
a river with a cargo of mineral and a
deck load. As we got to the door of
Brown's cabin, Trevor hove in sight.
I lep' to the ground, giving Jones a
hearty slap on the off quarter, which
would steer her behind Brown's cab-Ithen with one jump I grabbed ol
man Brown's Winchester rifle from
its slings above the hearth, shoved
home two cartridges from the mantel,
rammed the muzzle through the window-pane,
which commands a view up
tnck
the trail, uul proceeded to P
of Mr. Trevor.
The man's ey s being stark staring
mad, it was a sure fact he'd never
listen to argument. I waited, follow
ing with the rifle until the horse's
shoulder widened out, giving me a
clear aim at the heart.
The horse finished his stride, but
while I was running to the door he
crumpled and went down dead, the
carcass sliding three yards before it
stopped. As to the man, he shot a
long curve down on his back in a
splash of dust, which looked like a
brown explosion. His revolver went
further on whirling, until a stump
touched off the trigger, and its bullet
whined over my head.
Next thing I heard was the rapids,
like a church organ finishing a hymn,
and Mrs. Trevor's call.
"You've killed him?"
"No, ma'am, but he's had an accident. I'll take him to the cabin for
first aid."
Trevor was sitting up by the time
I reached him. He looked sort of

blamed hummingbird came whirring
past my ear, I jumped as though the
devil had got me, splashing the hatful
over Mrs. Trevor. At that her eyes

.firing straight at my face,
put she made out a sort of smile when
she saw it was only me,
"Jesse!"
"Yes, ma'am."
"Seen ray husband?"
"No, ma'am."
"I don't know what's cotao ovei
him," she moaned, clenching hei
teeth; ''he fired at me."
"That gun I traded him?"

oieie--

s

m pain, i poured water
TZim
"Sou are a wjaow," says I, at iuu,
"You tta running away wneu youi
her foot,
ov.i
She fainted.
colt shied at the bear?''
"That's better," said she, "how good
I'm dead sick o writing ti.i
There,
rireac
Uu.tc
ankle!
it
Jesae,
"My
you are to me!"
letter, and my wrist Is all toothaoi'"
fully. .Yes. the left."
across
man
Old
Brown was coming
My knife ripped her riding-boo- t
with a punt, mighty peeviBh because
clear. The old red bandana from mj I'd
a horse carcass to rot at
neck made her a wet bandage, and the his dropped
cabin door, and still worse when
There
boot top served for a splint.
he seen I had a lunatic roped in his
(To be Continued Tomorrow)
was no call to tell her the foot wai
I gave him his Winchester,
bunk.
broken, and the fainting fits eased which he set down by his door, also
AWFUL
a dollar bill, but he was still crowded
full of peevishness, wasting a lady's
time. At last I hustled the ponies
aboard the punt, and set the guide
lines bo that we blarted out along the
cable, leaving the old man to come
or Btay as he pleased. He came. Fact
Is, I remembered that while I took
Mrs. Trevor to my home, I'd need a
messenger to ride for doctor, nurse,
groceries, and constable. I'm afraid
old man Brown was torn some,
catching on a nail while I lifted him
into the punt. His language was plen-

low-live- d
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Now I thought I'd arranged Mrs.
J
11
Trevor and Mr. Trevor and Mr.
Brown, and added up the Bum so tha
old Geometry himself couldn't have
figured it better. Whereas I'd left out
the fact that Brown's bunk was nailed
careless to the wall of his cabin. As
Trevor struggled, the pegs came
adrift, the bed capsized, the rope
Mrs. Newwed
Dearest, I made al
slacked, and the polecat, breaking
loose, found Brown's rifle. I'd led his cake myself.
Mr. Newwed Little one, you're toa(
the ponies out of the punt, and was
for such heavy work.
ight
instructing Brown, when the polecat
let drive at me from across the river.
With all his faults he could shoot
NOT GOOD FOR BATTLE
good, for his first grazed my scalp,
half blinding me. At that the lady
attracted attention by screaming, so
the third shot stampeded poor Jones.
I ain't religious, being only thirty,
4
,,
fXS
and not due to reform this Bide of
1
rheumatism, but all the sins I've en-joyed was punished sudden and complete in that one minute. Blind with
blood, half stunned, and reeling sick,
I heard the mare as she plunged along
the bank dispensing boulders. No
cargo was going to stand
that strain without coming over, so
the woman I loved yes, I knew that
now for a fact was going to be
dragged until her brains were kicked
ou.t by the mare. It seemed to me
ages before I could rouse my senses,
wipe my eyes, and mount the gelding.
When sight and sense came back, I
was riding as I had never dared to
ride in all my life, galloped Mr. Swift
Jim Huh! yo' needn't think jou's;
de only coon in town. Pse got myi
elf a safety razor.
Sam My! yo' certainly is easy.
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Mr. Swift on Rolling Boul.
ders Steep as a Roof.
on rolling boulders Bteep as a roof and
I got Swift sidewiBe up
all
the bank to grass, raced past the
Mrs. Smith Is she lacking in tactl
mare, then threw Swift in front of
Mrs. Jones Why, if she had a law-- j
Jones. Down went the mare just as yer to dinner, she'd most likely lntrcy
her load capsized, bo that she and the duce the subjeot of theology.
lady, Swift and I, were all mixed up
in a heap.
AND SO HE WAS
My little dog Mick was licking my
to
I
and
seemed
when
it
woke,
scalp
me at first that something must have
gone wrong. My head was between
two boulders, with the mare's shoulder pressing my nose, my legs were
under water, and somewhere close
Swift
around were roaring rapids.
was scrambling for a foothold, and
Mrs. Trevor shouting for all she was
worth. I waited till Swift cleared out,
and the lady quit for breath.
"Yes, ma'am," says I.
"Oh, say you're not dead, Jesse!"
"Only in parts," said I, "and how
are you?"
"I'm cutting the ropes, but oh, tiii:'
knife's bo blnnt!"
"Don't spoil your knife. Will you
do what I say?"
"Of course I will."
"Reach out then on the off side of
the load. The end of that lashing
t
line."
fast to the
The goat he ate a rubber shoe,
When I'd explained that two or
And softly he would hum,
three times, "I have it," she answered.
"Boys, I'm doing nothing new
"Loose!"
I'm simply chewing gum.'
"Pull on the fore line of the diamond."
sick.
NATURALLY
"Right. Oh, Jesse, I'm free!"
to
"Get np," said. I, remembering
"Kneel on the mare's head, reach
be polite in the presence of a lady.
under the pannier, find the latego, and
"Get up, you cherub."
Instead of rising, he reached out a cast off."
She fumbled awhile, and t!sen reflask from his pocket, and uncorked
to take a little nourishment. I flicked ported all clear.
"Get off the mare."
the bottle into the river, and assisted
was
In auother moment Jones
him to rise with my foot. "My poor
erring brother," said I, "please step standing up to shake herself, kneeI
this way, or I'll kick your tail through deep in the river, and with a slap
sent her off to join Swift at the top
'
your bat." Mrs. Trevor was Bitting
He said he wasn't feeling very well, of the bank.
the
out
A )
so when I got him into the cabin, I on a boulder, staring
,Sf. .,, ,.
on
set
her
something
eyes
rapids,
let him lie on Brown's bed, lashing
.
Her face
him down good and hard. I gave him coming down
was all gray, and she clutched my
a stick to bite instead of my fingers,
like grim death. As for
which is private. "Now," said I. hand, holding
never
reckoned that even a
I'd
mo,
"your name is Polecat. You'm due madman would
try to swim the Fraser
to rest right there, Mr. Polecat, until
I In clothes and boots.
I get the provincial constable."
'
"I can't hear it!" sho cried, turning
gathered from hia expression that her face
away. "Tell me"
he'd sort of taken a dislike to me.
said I, fc 1..' t. ."
"I
on
guess,"
were
mare
the
and
grazing
Swift
a
.
The Office Boy '
dua tu
"you're
grave,
Mrs.
arid
pine chips beside the cabin,
there with one eye.
widow."
Trevor looked wonderfully peaceful,
Mr. Krtisiy
(ab
The Tanids frot Trevor, at. a
v,kot, Boiri t "ki.-'inr.- "
the name of his ol
. 1 waicbe-d..- .
se-me
She 8vo
ajfry
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'lamps
Light automobile
this evening.

uivir

at

8:01

o'clock

Try a dram ot Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Beautiful $25.00 Horn-less- .
Symphony Talking
Machines to customers of
our store. Come in and

13,

The male members of the B'en
Tiempo club will meet tonight in the
Commercial club rooms. Business
of importance is to be transacted.

U

hit.
c

iUNE

FRIDAY,

Attend Bacharach's backward
r
off on all
garments.
son sale.

3

sea-

On account of five cars of melons
that are being shipped to the eastern
markets it was necessary that two
sections northbound train No. 10 be
run today. Both sections arrived In
Las Vegas on time.

ready-to-wea-

1913.

We

TALI! TO D

of

iABOUT:
Porch Furniure, Vudor
Porch Shades, Reclining Chairs. H a

M.

water main on the corner
of
Eighth street and Main avenue broke
Lost Long black purse containing last night and the Agua Pura comCroquet Sets,
Return to pany shut off the water in that part
$20 bill and gold pencil.
of the city until repairs
could he
Fishing Tackle, Base-Ba- ll
Optice and receive reward.
made. The water was running asain
Goods (Reach's,)
Finch's Goldei Wedding nye, aged at, 8 o'clock this morning.
y
disxll-lrId the wood. Direct from the
Tennis Rackets and
The board of county commissioners
to you. At the Loiby, of course.
has set next Monday afternoon at 2
Adv.
Balls.Thermos Bottles,
o'clock as the time
which it will
and Fillers.
A tourist coming in from Albuquer- receive all persons who wish to talk
tax
about
The
matters.
has
board
que last night stated that there are
about 12 auto tourists stranded in been in session as a board of equalthe mud between that city and Las ization for nearly two. weeks. It js
TENTS ANO CAMPING OUTVegas. They are expected to reach understood the board is planning to
serve wafers, tea, and cigarettes on
Las Vegas by tomorrow.
Monday afternoon, as a large numFITS FGH RENT OR SALE
The repainting of the Carnegie ber of guests are expected. Howlibrary has been completed and is a ever, unless further announcement
will be
big improvement. A contract has appears the refreshments
been let for the recementing of the eliminated.
cupola of the library, wntch has been
It was announced todav at Albuquer- in poor condition since the erection
of the structure. This work wiii be fnie that several autoloads of fight
fans
would
:npke a trip to Las
completed as soon as possible.
Vegas )i next Tuesday morning and
Opposite the Y. M. C. A.
The concert that was given last remain in Lis Vegas to witness the
night in the Plaza park by the New mrn Shsfler bout that, if! to be
Greater Las Vegas band was well at- staged here in the evening. Shaffer
tended by both the citizens of the is popular with the Albuquerque fans
East and West sides. The weather and it is expected that those who will CLUB ROOMS WILL BE
was somewhat cool, but not enough attend will number close to 25. Deleto be disagreeable.
The band will gations' from Ralon, Santa Fe and
GREATLY IMPROVED
give another concert on the West other places also are planning to atside Sunday evening.
tend, and the prospects are that the
attendance at this fight will be the MASONIC BUILDING ASSOCIATION
William Springer and Herman 11DECIDES TO ASSIST THE COMlargest on record here.
feid' have entered the
automobile
MERCIAL BODY
race between Santa Fe and Albu
FLAG DAY.
querque that is to come off on July
Secretary W. II. Stark of the ComSaturday, June 14, will be celebrated
4.
A number of the Las Vegas auto-ist- s
mercial club yesterday afternoon reanthe one hundred and thirty-sixtare willing to stake bets that
Masonic
of, Jthe adoption ybiy 'the ceived a letter from the
the car of Mr. Ilfeld will win the niversary
association
him
of
continental
the
Stars
informing
Building
congress
race. This car will be driven by the
and Stripes, as the flag of the United that the improvements which he askwell known Las Vegas racer "Tony,"
States of America.
ed for on the rooms occupied by the
who is known as the fastest yet the
In all the wars in which our coun- club would be made as soon as pos
most careful driver in the state,
try has been engaged it was carried sible. This Improvement includes the
and triumphantly by our retlnting of all the walls, new curtains
gallantly
The Elks' entertainment commit
soldiers and sailors on land and on for the windows, hodda for the radiatee is making elaborate arrangements
sea. Because of the valor and sac- tors,
rewaxlng the floors and many
for the reception that is to be given
rifice
of its defenders, no Btar has other new features which have been
in the Elks' home tomorrow evening,
torn from its field of blue, needed for some time. This will make
ever
after the (Flag Day exercises, in but anbeen
of 35 stars lias been the club rooms a
addition
honor of A. A. Jones, p member of
mjre inviting. place
to
added
with more than for the business men when
it,
together
the lodge, who recently was appointthey have
20o billion in wealth and 90 million
'
ed firBt assistant secretary ot ' the
spare time to spend.
The club rooms have been in poor
Interior. The Flag Day exercises, people. The stain that so long diswas effaced by the blood
condition for some time. The walls
which will be impressive, wiii begin figured it'
at 7:30 o'clock. The public is cor of Its loyal sons. It Is now honored are covered with smoke stains and
and respected by every nation on
dirt, baused from the radiators. The
dially invited. It is hoped that all
and it is eminently fitting that curtains that now
persons who expect to attend the re earth,
hang over the winone day each year should be set aside
dows have never been changed since1
ception and dance will also attend on which
to do it special honor, as
the Flag Day exercises.
the club was organized, Judging from
the emblem of a whole free people.
the present appeaarnce. The ImproveThat the rain did not come too Thus the national encampment of ments will be appreciated. As a busilate to benefit the farmers upon the the Grand Army of the Republic has ness meeting place the rooms will be
named the 14th of June as "Flag
dry farming lands of the "mesa was
excellent, and as a social fathering
Day."
the statement today of Jacob Davidplace
they will be equal to any occaThe
of
No.
members
Sherman Post
hizer, a resident of Mishawka, 18
sion.
The work will be started as
A. R., specially request that the
miles east of Las Vegas. Mr. David- - 1, G.
soon
as
possible.
hizer said the rain of two weeks ago American flag be displayed over
in
front
of
every
building,,
public
made it possible to put out many
The Uruguay Chamber of Deputies
residence and in the show
crops, and that the recent downpour every
of every place jof business has approved a measure providing for
windows
started the grain sprouting nicely.
in Greater
Las Vegas, tomorrow, an eight hour day for workmen.
Oats, barley, speltz and other crops
14th.
June
are growing. H. A. Reithert, a farmThe Industrial Workers of the
er living 18 miles northeast of Las
World are endeavoring to organize
Vegas, said his section of the country
"HARVEY'S"
the textile workers of Philadelphia
got a soaking rain Wednesday night.
Famous mountain ranch; 31st sea preparatory to calling a general strike
e
Forty-onacres of land on his place son. Old management; old rates. Carfor an eight-hou- r
day and a
were covered with water yesterday riage out every
Saturday. 'Leave or- system.
:''t
morning to the depth of IS Inches.
ders at Murphey's; or Plaza hotel.
A
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"TOE KIND THAT IS NOT

Highest !n
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FRUITS"
LYE-PEELE-

In Fl vour

Quality-Delici- ous

Insist on "Hunts"

IN

if you Vv&nt

i

w

wry

uap.

SPRING SUITS
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mi

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LIBEL
IS

mi

mm S3

in

Norfolks and Two
and Three Button
Sacks.

the hignest

quality in canned fruits

At J. H. STEARINS
THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WMJON
(

'

1

Korfolk No. 4

I

AT

HIKE

tJ

I

Hart, Schaffner &
1A Marx and L Svstem

i--t

Let Us Show You

have a full line

t

'

-

See

them before we

a.re broken in

size.

GREENBERGER
THE REGAL SHOE MAN

r For

Baby's Ccmfort and Mother's Convenience

Here is the only conveyance designed for the baby that will absolutely
permit the mother to take her child everywhere. Shopping, calling, visit
ing, riding on cars, trains, or elevators, it makes no difference where
you go or how you go, the baby need never be lifted out The

h

! a combined
Wheeler, Carrier, Bassinet and Jumper. It
can be pushed or pulled, carried on the arm or win stand
alone can't topple over. Can be changed from a wheeler
to a carrier or chair in an instant. Simply pull a cord
settles gently to the ground with the wheels ont
'K"i "u oui oi uc way. no complicated mechanism
to get out of orderwork so simply
and easily that any
grown child can do It. Come and examine It yourself.

Shown far tisa first time
In Las Ve&as

J.

G.

SHU

&
Exclusive local Agents

-

The 'fine residence of ;T K. Martin, No." 1005 Grand Avenue.
has been placed 'in our. hands for sale at a very lew
price owing
to the family Ibaingf'.tlie; city.
.

'';'-'."-

)

Ttti'Sr MUSK QE

&OLD AT

OifGE

For price and terms see

s

The Investment and Agency Corporation
GEO. A. FLEMING, Pres. and

J.

two-loq-

i.

Gross, Kelly 3& Co.
Sole Agents

le Store

of Itie Best of Everything

When in need

of

Ealila

Bakery Goods such as

read, ILolIs, Cookies,
Pies, Cakes, Macaroons,
vanilla Wafers, Dough-outFried Ckes, Cinnamon ILoils, etc.,

s,

call on us.

We have them fresh every day.

Tbere has been a new addition
made to the parcel post business.
This improvement is a good collect
on delivery system.
A parcel not
amounting in value to over $100 may
be sent by this system and will be
insured) against loss 'without addi
tional cost on the part of the senoer.
The sender of a C. O. D parcel will
be given a receipt showing the of
fice and date of mailing, the number
the parcel and the amount due
rue (j. o. u. parcels win De
mi.
received only at a money order office. The system will be a big' improvement on the parcel post business and will be a benefit to merchants aa well as the general public.
The new system is to be effective on
July 1 of this year.

DAVISON A BANKING POWER.
New York, June 13. "Friday the

thirteenth" has never failed to attract attention in Wall street since
Tom Lawson published his book of
that title. But until today - there
never has been anything to justify
the attention bestowed on the date
combining the hoodoo Friday and
the unlucky thirteen- - Today, how
ever, the Street recalled the fact
that' it was the birthday of Henry
Fomeroy Davison. In past years tne
birthday anniversary of Mr. Davison
was not noticed. But the death of
J. Pierpont Morgan brought about a
is now recchange, for Mr. Davison
'
ognized as the most conspicuous
figure in the house of Morgan the
man who furnishes the dynamic force
of the great banking firm.
Mr. Davison is but 46 years old.
Twenty years ago he was a clerk in
a bank at a salary of $100 a year.
That was in the town of Troy, Pa.
A few years later he landed in New
York and finally obtained a position
in the Liberty National bank. From
the Liberty National he went to the
First National bank. His ability was
quickly recognized by. 'Mr. Morgan
as soon as that astute financier
came Into contact with him. In the
panicky day's of l!?rt? when there
were
conferences in the
Morgan
library, Mr Davison was
among those present. The next year,
after the smoke had cleared away,
the young banker ws. taken into
the Morgan firm and fooh assumed

Lloyd W. Woody was arrested by
Officer Ed Ward last night for disorderly conduct. Woody, it is said,
entered the rooming house belonging to Bert Weaver on Railroad avenue, and caused a disturbance. When
asked by the proprietor to be more
quiet, as the hour was jate, the man
stated that he would not do bo.
Weaver, not wishing to have" further
trouble, called the police, who placed
Woody under arrest. When brought
before Judge D. R. Murray this morning Woody. was of the opinion that
he was no; guilty, but the evidence
was too strong and he was given a
fine of $10 or the privilege of servto
ing ten days on the street. Up
this noon he had not secured the
necessary money and probably will
a position
serve ten days.

sanitary!
BAKERY GOODS
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CRYSTAL BUTTER.
1

PAS
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R.IZCD CREAM

ASK YOUR. GR.OCER.

SATISFIES
CRYS.TA LH.CRE AMER Y Co
IT

THE BEST THAT
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CAN BE MADE
1,059

FOLLY EQUIPPED

AT YOUR DOOR

a.re headquarters for fresh
Vegetables and
Fruits in Season
We

STRAWBERRIES AND
CHERRIES

EVERY

Telephone

r c;M and we will have our demon--
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